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A description in ALGOL 60 is given of procedures for the single and 
double-length computation of the following elementary functions: sqrt, 
e:x:p, ln, sin, cos, tan, arcsin, arccos, arctan. 
The algorithms for the single length computation of the ALGOL 60 refe-
rence language standard functions are equivalent to the algorithms used 
in the MC-ALGOL 60 system for the Electrologica X8 computer. 
The double-length computation is accomplished with the aid of a floating 
point technique for extending the available precision as published by 




The purpose of this report is twofold. Firstly, it describes in ALGOL 60 
the routines for the standard functions as they are used in the MC-ALGOL 
60-system for the Electrologica X8 computer. The ELAN source text for this 
system was written by Kruseman Aretz and Mailloux [1966]. The algorithm 
for the computation of the sine and the cosine was newly designed by 
Kruseman Aretz. An earlier version of the other algorithms was published 
by Barning [1965]. 
The series of ALGOL 60 procedures has been extended with a number of ele-
mentary functions which do not belong to the set of ALGOL 60 reference 
language standard functions. Moreover, a new algorithm for the computation 
of the natUTal logarithm has been inserted. 
Secondly, this report describes a series of ALGOL 60 procedures which 
compute the elementary functions with double precision. These procedures 
use the double-length representation of floating-point numbers as proposed 
by Dekker [1972]. Also two methods are described for the normalization of 
these double-length floating-point numbers which enable us to define re-
lational operators. 
In order to read the double-length numbers into or out of the computer 
in decimal notation, it was necessary to construct a number of input/output 
routines. These routines are described in chapter 3. 
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O. Preliminary notes 
0.1.General remarks on polynomial approximation 
In this section we give a short description of some well-known methods 
used for the polynomial approximations of the elementary functions in 
chapter 1 and 4. 
First we describe the method of truncation of a Taylorseries and next the 
method to get a more efficient approximation by means of Chebyshev poly-
nomials or by a minimax approximation. 
7 
For a more detailed treatment of Chebyshev polynomials the reader is 
referred to e.g. Lanzos [1956] and Fike [1968] and for the minimax approx-
imation to Fike [1968] and Meinardus [1967]. A more theoretical view is 
given by Achieser [1953] and also by Meinardus [1967]. 
When we approximate a function, there are mainly two sources of errors. 
First the rounding errors which arise from the finite precision with which 
each operation is performed. The effect of rounding errors depends strong-
ly on the particular method of computation and is treated for each func-
tion separately in chapter 1. Second we have to deal with the truncation 
error, arising from the approximation of an infinite process by a finite 
process. This truncation error must be small with respect to the rounding 
error. 
Because it is possible by means of the transformation 
z = 2x-(b+a) 
b-a 
(0.1.1) 
to change the interval [a,b] into [-1,1], we will confine ourselves to 
approximations in the interval [-1,1]. 
Truncation of Taylorseries 
Let 
00 
f(x) = I akxk 
k=O 
8 
be a convergent Taylorseries of the function f(x) on the interval [-1,1]. 
If we truncate this series after n terms we obtain a polynomial 
p (x) = a +a1x+ ••• +a xn of degrees n. p (x) is an approximation to f(x). n O n n 
As a bound for the magnitude of the absolute truncation error in the 
range [-1,1] we find 
(0.1.2) 
If lf(x)I ~ m > 0 holds in the approximation interval [-1,1], a bound for 
the relative truncation error is given by 
Example 1 
When we approximate sin(xn/4) by a truncated power series in [-1,1], it 
is not possible to give a bound for the relative error because the func-
tion sin(xTT/4) has a zero for x = O. We avoid this by approximating 
sin(xTT/4) • The Taylorseries of this function reads 
X 
sin(xTT/4) = 2k 
X 




-12 a truncation error less than 0.5 10 • 
series after the seventh term we obtain a polynomial of 
6 k {TT/4)2k+1 




Using this polynomial as an approximation to sin(xTT/4 ) on [-1,1], we get 
X 
the following bound for the absolute error 
-13 
0.21210 • 
Sl·nce I sin(x1r/4) I ~ _21 ✓2 [ J . on -1,1 , a bound for the relative error is 
X 
sin(x1T/4) ( ) 









Approximating sin(x1T/4) by xp 12(x), we find a polynomial of degree 13, of 
which the coefficients of the even terms are zero and with the same bounds 
for the absolute and relative truncation error. 
Economization with Chebyshev polynomials 
A more efficient approximation to a function f(x) is possible by means 
of the method of economization (or telescoping) of the truncated Taylor-
series with Chebyshev polynomials. 
Chebyshev polynomials form a class of orthogonal polynomials in the 
interval [-1,1] and are defined by 
T (x) = cos(n areas x), 
n 
n=O, 1 , 2, • • • • 
From this definition we may derive the recursion formula 
Starting with T0(x) = 1 and T1(x) = x we find 
T2(x) = 2x2 1 ' 
T3 (x) = 4x3 3x, 
T4(x) 8x
4 2 = Bx + 1 ' 
T5(x) = 
5 3 16x - 20x + 5x, 
. . . . . . . . . . 
(0. 1.3) 
(0.1.4) 
It 1s easy to verify that T (x) is a polynomial of degree n with leading 
n 
10 
n-1 coefficient 2 for n=1,2, ••• , while T (x) is an even function if n is n 
even and an odd function if n is odd. 
From the defining formula it appears that Tn(~) = 0 
for~= cos((2k-l)TT/2n), k=1,2, ••. ,n, and -1 ~ Tn(x) ~ 1, while 
Tn(~) = ±1 for~= cos(kTT/n), k=0,1, ••• ,n. Note that Tn(x) has n real 
and distinct zeros in [-1,1] and n+l equal extreme values with alternating 
sign in the range [-1,1]; 
By means of the inverse of the transformation (0.1,1) we obtain shifted 
Chebyshev polynomials T[a,b](z) with the same properties in the interval 
n 
[a,b] as T (x) in the interval [-1,1]. Generally the transformation of n 
T (x) to T[a,b](z) is a more stable process than the transformation of the 
n n 
function on [a,b] to the shifted function on [-1,1]. 
An important property of Chebyshev polynomials is the minimax property: 
From all polynomials p (x) of degree n with leading coefficient 1, 
n 
21-n T (x) has a minimal maximum value 21-n in the interval [-1,1]. 
n 
That is 
max \pn(x)\ ~ 21-n 
xe[-1,1] 
and 
max \p (x)\ = 21-n 
xe[-1,1] n 
if and only if p (x) = 21-n T (x). 
n n 
For a proof of this property see e.g. Achieser [1953] or Fike [1968]. 
Let pn(x) = a0+a1x+ .•. +anxn be an approximation to f(x) on [-1,1] 
obtained by truncation of the Taylorseries. We have seen that (0.1.2) 
gives a bound for the absolute truncation error of this approximation. 
We now define a polynomial p 1(x) of degree~ n-1 as follows n-
Because (p (x)-p 1(x))/a is a polynomial of degree n with leading n n- n 
coefficient 1, we have 
11 
max I (p (x)-p 1 (x)) /a I 





and because of the minim.ax property of the Chebyshev polynomials, p 1(x) n-
is the optimal approximation top (x) on [-1,1] with a bound for the 
n 
absolute truncation error 
IP (x) - P 1(x)I ~ la I 21-n. n n- n 
If f(x) is an even function, p (x) and T (x) will be even functions and 
n n 
p 1(x) will be of degrees n-2. For an odd function f(x) we have similar n-
properties for p 1(x). n-
Considering p 1(x) as an approximation to f(x) we find a bound for the n-
magnitude of the absolute truncation error on [-1,1] 
IP (x) -p 1(x)I + lf(x) -p (x)I n n- n 
By repeating the process of economization 011 the polynomial p 1(x) we n-
obtain an approximation p (x) to f(x) with as a bound for the absolute 
n-2 
truncation error 
. . . , 
with a' 1 the leading coefficient of p 1(x). n- n-
Example 2. 
We want to approximate arctan x in the range [-tan(TI/12), tan(TI/12)] 
-12 ) with an absolute truncation error less than 0.5 10 (see section 1,7. In 
this range we have a convergent Taylorseries 
arctan x = 
oo k x2k+1 




Because we want to keep the first coefficient equal to one, we consider 
the series 
arctan x _ 1 00 2k_2 
__ x __ 2 __ = I (-1 )k ~k+1 
x k=1 
Putting now x = z tan( rr/12) we obtain 
arctan(z tan(rr/12)) 
f( z) = ____ z ____ ta=n=(_rr._/ 1=2'-'--) ___ - _1 = I (-1 )k ( tan( 1T / 12)) 2k-2 2k-2 
z2(tan(rr/12)) 2 k=1 2k+1 z ' 
with z in the range [-1,1]. By truncating this series after the ninth 
term we obtain the polynomial approximation to f(z) 
with 
2k 
= (-1)k+1 (tan(rr/12)) 
a2k 2k+3 ' 
and as a bound for the truncation error 
k=0, 1 , ••• , 8 , 
-11 
0.242,0 
By using x + x3p16(x) with x=z tan(rr/12) as an approximation to arctan x 
we obtain the truncation error 
Economizing p 16(z), we obtain an approximation of degree 14 
with the following bound for the truncation error 
• 
For the approximation to arctan x the bound for the truncation error is 
46 -13 :::: o. 510 
Repeating the economization process on p 14(z) and p 12(z) we obtain 
a polynomial with a bound for the absolute truncation error 
Putting x=z tan(n/12) we obtain as an approximation to arctan x a poly-
nomial of degree 13 with odd terms only 
arctan x = x - 0.33333 33333 297x 3 
578x7 
436x 11 
+ 0.19999 99963 100x5 
+ 0.11107 47892 853x9 
+ 0.06411 78597 458x 13 
with IE I 
If we 
- 0.14285 65386 
- 0.08991 43448 
-11 3 -12 
< 0.608 10 (tan(TT/12)) :::: 0.117 10 . 
economize p 10(z) once more we obtain p8(z) 







If we start the economization process with a truncated Taylorseries of 
degree 14 instead of 16, we would have found as a bound for the truncation 
-12 -12 error 0.783 10 > 0.5 10 • 
Minimax approximation 
Although the method of economization gives a good approximation of a 
function, it is possible to obtain an optimal polynomial approximation of 
degree n. A polynomial p (x) of degree n is an optimal approximation to 
n 
14 
f(x) in the range [a,b] with respect to the absolute error, if 
max jf(x)-p (x)I is minimal. In this case p (x) is called a minimax 
n n xda,b] 
approximation to f(x) on [a,b]. 
An important theorem. on minimax polynomial approximations is the 
theorem of P.L. Chebyshev: 
Let f(x) be a function continuous on [a,b] and let P denote the set 
n 
of all polynomials of degree$ n. Then there exists a unique polynomial 
P* in P such that 
n n 
max \f(x)-p*(x)\ = min max \f(x)-p (x)\. 
xda,b] n p EP xE[a,b] n 
n n 
If p EP then p = P* if and only if there exist N ~ n+2 points n n n n 
such that 
k= 1 , 2, .•• , N, 
where m = max \f(x)-p (x)\. 
xE[a, b] n 
For a proof of this theorem see e.g. Meinardus [1967] or Achieser [1953]. 
Example 3. 
Let f(x) = a + a 1x + .•. +a xn be a function with a ~ O. 0 n n 
We define an approximation to f(x) of degree$ n-1 on [-1,1] by means of 
with error function 
dx) = a 2 l -n T ( x) . 
n n 
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E(x) has extreme values (-l)k an2 1-n at n+1 points~= cos(kTI/n), 
k = 0,1, ••• ,n. It follows from the theorem of Chebyshev that p 1(x) is n-
the unique minimax approximation to f(x) with degrees n-1 on [-1,1]. 
Note that 
is not the minimax approximation of degrees n-2 to f(x). 
There exist several methods to obtain a minimax polynomial approxima-
tion. Here we give a short description of the iterative method of 
E.Ja. Remez [1934]. 
Let pn(x) = a 0 + a 1x + ••• + anxn be the minimax approximation to f(x) 
on [a,b]. According to the theorem of Chebyshev there exist n+2 points 
k 
for which f(x) - p (x) has extreme values (-1) m. If the critical points 
n 
~ were known, we could solve the linear equations 
with n+2 unknown variables a0 , a 1, ••• ,an, m. The critical points~ can 
be approximated by the following iterative algorithm: 
step 1: Initially take for the critical points 
~ = ~(b-a)cos((n-k+2)TI/(n+1))+~(b+a), k=1,2, •.• ,n+2, 
according to the critical values of the shifted Chebyshev 
. [ab] ) polynomial Tn+1' (x. 
step 2: Compute the n+2 variables a;, a~, ••• ,a~, m* by solving the 
linear system of n+2 equations 
k=1,2, ••• ,n+2. 
16 
* * ao, a,, ••• , 
ao, a,, ••• , 
a* are approximations to the coefficients 
n 
a of p (x). 
n n 
step 3: I * * * n I If max f(x)-(a0+a1x+ ••• +anx) exceeds a chosen tolerance, 
xda,b] 
then compute n+2 extreme points for which 
f(x) - (a;+a~x+ ••• a~xn) attains extreme values and go to step 2. 
For a proof of the convergence of the method see Meinardus [1967]. 
Example 4. 
We want to approximate arctan x in the range [-tan(n/12), tan(n/12)] 
by a minimax polynomial approximation with an absolute truncation error 
1 - 12 I . t· t h h f" ess than 0.5 10 • n the approxima ion we want o ave t e irst 
coefficient equal to one and the coefficients of the even terms zero. 
Therefore we substitute y=x2 and write the Taylorseries (0.1.5) in the 
form 
arctan /y _ 1 
----'✓...,Y ___ = 
y 
00 k-1 
' kL_ l (-l) 2k+1 
k=1 
It is possible to compute a minimax approximation to 
00 k-1 
l (-1)k ~ 
k=1 
(0.1.7) 
but as a consequence of the effect of rounding errors during the computa-
tion this will not give an optimal result. Therefore we write (0.1.7) in 
the form 
arctan /y _ 1 5 k-1 
/y ' k y__ 
Y - l ( - l ) 2k+ 1 = 
k=1 





l (-1 )k ~ 
k=6 
17 
on [O, (tan(TT/12)) 2], we obtain a minimax approximation 
P5(y) = 0.35924 61635 246 10-
11 0.36404 32526 113 10- 8y 
+ 0.59828 58022 561 10- 6y2 - 0.36070 65345 o46 10- 4y3 
+ 0.99028 36679 84910- 3y4 - 0.12776 43575 8o6 10- 1y5 + s 
I I 6 -11 with £ < 0.3 0 10 • For arctan x we obtain the approximation 
arctan x = X + x3 f (-l)k x2k-2 3 2 l 2k+ 1 + x p 5 ( x ) 
k=1 
3 + X € 
which results in 
arctan x = x - 0.33333 33333 298x3 + 0.19999 99963 596x5 
- 0.14285 65445 713x7 + 0.11107 50404 576x9 (0.18) 
- 0.08991 88072 411x11 + 0.06414 66411 651x 13 + s' 
with Is' I < 0. 691 10 - 13 . 
Approximating arctan x by the minimax polynomial of degree 11, we 
. . 46 -11 -12 obtain as a bound for the truncation error 0. 010 > 0.5 10 . 
Comparing the approximations (0.1.6) and (0.1.8) of example 2 and 4, 
respectively, we see that, although the minimax approximation has the 
smaller truncation error, this does not result in a shorter polynomial 
approximation. As the economization method gives a near-minimax approxima-
tion, this will be the same for most approximations to a function in a 
small range. Hence, for optimal polynomial approximations we can use 
economization, which is easier to apply than the minimax method. 
18 
0.2. The computer arithmetic of the EL XB 
The EL X8 is a binary computer with a word length of 27 bits. 
Fixed-point numbers (integers) are represented according to the One Com-
plement System. The range for integers is [-67108863, + 67108863]. Floating-
. [ 6 J . aex point numbers have the Grau-representation Grau, 19 2 , i.e. x = mx µ 
where for the EL X8: 
Im.xi 5 240 - 1 , S = 2 and lex!~ 211 - 1. 
So the smallest representable positive floating-point number (the dwarf) 
is 2-2047 (~ 10-616 ) and the largest (the giant) is (240-1) * 22047 
(Rl 10628), 
"When, due to an arithmetic operation, overflow occurs, the giant is deli-
vered as the result; in. case of underflow the dwarf, in both cases with 
the correct sign. 
A result equal to zero only is obtained in the following cases: 
a+ b = 0 iff a and -b have the same bit pattern, 
a - b = 0 iff a and b have the same bit patter , 
a* b = 0 iff a = 0 or b = O, 
a / b = 0 iff a = o. 
The floating-point arithmetic of the EL XS is optimal, i.e. when no over-
or underflow occurs the result delivered is the representable number nearest 
to the exact result. In case of ambiguity the in absolute value largest of 
the two possible numbers is delivered; only when an addition of two numbers 
with opposite sign or a subtraction of two numbers with equal sign is con-
cerned the in absolute value smallest number is delivered. 
0.3. Rounding errors in polynomial approximations 
In section 0.1 the influence of the truncation error was stressed. 
However, when polynomial approximations are required which are accurate 
up to the machine precision, other sources of error also have to be con-
sidered. Firstly, the coefficients of the approximating polynomial can 
only be represented in finite precision. This implies that the polynomial 
used differs from the required approximating polynomial. 
Secondly, rounding errors appear during the evaluation of the polynomial, 
It is difficult to give a systematic treatment of this type of error. 
19 
The most important thing to do is to use a stable calculating process such 
that rounding errors will not be amplified in the remainder part of the 
computation. A stable algorithm will cause only the last few bits to be 
affected. In addition, it is sometimes possible to modify the coefficients 
of the approximating polynomial, in order to correct for the last marginal 
effects. 
As an example we give in table 1 the coefficients of the sine- and cosine 
approximations obtained by economizing the powerseries (as described in 
section 0.1) and the modified coefficients, (corrected for the influence 















coefficients econ. series 
+1 
-.12337 00550 13610+1 
+,25366 95077 229 
-.20863 47506 08210- 1 
+,91919 63466 81710-3 
-.24909 25342 51910-4 
+,15707 96326 79410+1 
-.64596 40975 045 
+,79692 62615 57510-1 
-.46817 52591 81410-2 
+.16042 92666 63010-3 




-.12337 00550 12510+1 
+.25366 95072 540 
-.20863 46891 36910-1 
+.91916 54179 15510-3 
-.24856 34468 03010-4 
+,15707 96326 79410+1 
-.64596 40974 927 
+,79692 62611 83410-1 
-.46817 52592 88710-2 
+.16042 92697 34110-3 
-,35564 00770 32110-5 
c0 - c10 denote the coefficients of the cosine approximation. 
c1 - c11 denote the coefficients of the sine approximation, 
In order to illustrate the effects of both (7) the finite representation 
of the polynomial coefficients and (2) the rounding errors during the 
evaluation of the polynomial, we show in the figures 1 - 8 
(7) the final truncation error, i.e. 
P(2x/rr) - cos(2x/rr), 
where P denotes the approximating polynomial, and 
(2) the final relative error obtained, i.e. 
cos (2x/rr) - cos(2x/rr) computed 
cos(2x/rr) 
We computed these errors both for the coefficients of the economized power-
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page 20, lines 7 and 8 f.b •• 
(1) the final truncation error, i.e. 
P(2x/ii' ) - cos( 2x/rr ) , 
should read: 
• 
(1) the final relative truncation error, i.e. 
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1. The computation of single length elementary functions 
1.1. Square root 




= (x.+x/x. )/2 • 
l. 1 l. 
(1.1.1) 
To guarantee the desired relative accuracy to be reached after a fixed 
number of iterations it is necessary to transform the positive real axis 
to a suitable small interval [a,b). 
x. - rx 






After a transformation x + x' (x E (o,~), x' € [a,b)) the first order 
Chebyshev approximation can be taken as a starting value 
x0, i.e. x0 = ax' + S, where a and S must be chosen such that 
I o 0 ( a ) I = I o 0 ( b ) I = max I o 0 ( f; ) I . a<f;<b 
It is easily verified that: 
1. e = ala:5 , 
2. the point~' for which max lo0(~) I 
is achieved is~,= S/a = iab, 
3, a= 2/(;Ya + ~) 2 • 
(1.1.3) 
The EL X8 standard routine sqrt(x) uses the interval [l,1). This reduction 
of the argument range is performed by multiplication by powers of two 
only, which does not introduce any error. 
The values of a and S should be, according to (1.1.3), 
a= .6862915010151, S = ,3431457505076. 
26 
It follows that: 
80( U = o ( 1 ) = .294372515210-1 oo(~') = -.2943725152,0-1 0 
s 1 (a) = o ( 1 ) = .420886157010-3 o1(t;') = .446417183510-3 1 
s
2
(a) = o ( 1 ) = .8853531521,0-7 o2(t;') = ,995996878610-7 2 
83( U = o 3 ( 1 ) = ,3919250678,0-14, o3(t;') = .496004841710-14. 
-40 Aiming at a relative error of 2 two conclusions can be drawn: 
(i) three iterations are necessary, 
(ii) using the optimal values of a and S the relative error is much less 
than is required. 
This justifies a choice of a and S, different from the optimal values. 
The EL X8 routine sqrt(x) uses the values a= 5/8 
(for efficient computation) and S = ,3656805753708 = 1 + a/4 - la. (optimal, 
given the .constraint o0(a) = -o0(t;')). 





03 ( 1 ) 
. 127783656210-12 
= .461455863310-18 
So the required relative accuracy will be reached. 
Moreover, the result delivered by the procedure sqrt can be shown to be 





is computed by 
X = 
3 
Keeping in mind the interval on which Ix is computed, we find the fol-
lowing for the upperbound of the absolute error: 
the absolute error in fl(x/x2 ) ~ ;£, 
the addition fl(x2+fl(x/x2
)) gives an extra;£, but division by 2, being 
exact, leads to an upperbound for the absolute error in x
3 
of~£. 





real procedure sqrt(x); value x; real. x· ~=-,....~-- - , iI x < 0 then sqrt:= 0 e~ 
begin - integer n' sgn; rear xO j 
n:= bin exp(x, sgn-r;--
if (n: 2) X 2 + n then begin n:= n + 1; x:= x/2 ~; 
xO:= ,025 X X + .36558'o5~8; 
xO:= (x/xO + x0)/2; 
xO:= (x/xO + x0)/2; 
xO := (xjxo + xO )/2; 
sqrt:= XO X two ttp(n : 2) 
~ sqrt; -
comnent If overf'low cannot occur (i.e. abs(int) < 2048) 
the procedure "tw ttp" delivers 2ftdnt. 
Although an efficient procedure is only possible 
in machine-code, an equivalent ALGOL-version is 
given below; 
real procedure two ttp(int); value int; integer int; 
Ilint > 2047 then two ttp:= . 161585030356610+617 else 
Il int < -2047 then two ttp:= .6188692094765 1□-616 else 
begin integer a'6siiit, n; -
real t, tt; 
a6sint:= abs(int); t:= 1; tt:= 2; 
loop: n:= absint: 2; 
if n X 2 t absint then t:= t X tt; 
absint:= n; if absint f O then 
begin tt:= ttx tt; goto 1oo'j;,end; 
two ttp:= if int> 0 then t else°"1/t 
end two ttp; - - - -
connnent The procedure 11bin exp" delivers the binary 
exponent of abs(x) as an integer value. 
Moreover, the sign of x is delivered in sgn 
and, if x 'f O, x is replaced by it.s binary 
mantissa (0.5 < x < 1). 
Although an efficient procedure is only possible 
in machine-code, an equivalent ALGOL-version is 
given below; 
integer procedure bin exp(x, sgn); ~ x; integer sgn; 
begin integer i, e; 
sgn:= sign(x); x:= abs(x); 
if x = 0 then e:= 0 else 
TI x < 1 then 
begin i: =~ o; 
end 
for i:= i - 1 while x < 0.5 do 
begin e:= i; x~X 2 end 
else 
fur i: = 1 , i + 1 while x > 1 do 
begin e:= i; x:= x / 2 end; 
bin exp:= e 
end bin exp; 
1.2. Exponential function 
The exponential function of a real number x: exp(x) is computed by a 
polynomial approximation of 2 t x. For a good approximation it is 
necessary that the argument lies within a finite interval in which the 
function 2 t xis smooth enough. 
Our choice for this interval is [-,5,0); hence the transformation is 
as follows. 
Let 
n = entier (x x 210g e) + 1 
and 
2 
y =xx loge - n 
then 
exp(x) = 2 t n x 2 t y 
with n integer and y E [-1,0). 
If y E [-1,-,5) then we replace y by y/2 ; 
and in this case we have exp(x) = 2 t n x (2 t y) t 2. 
Now we approximate 2 t yon the interval -.5 ~ y < O. 
We use the Taylorseries expansion: 




k (y ln2) 
k! 
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With the telescoping technique (cf. section 0.1) we find a seventh degree 
polynomial 
7 





with ]P(y) - 2 t YI < 
The coefficients of this polynomial are given in the procedure body, 
30 
To obtain the value of exp(x) we have to multiply the value of P(y) 
(or P(y) t 2) by 2 t n. 
The error analysis in this computation 1s as follows: 
Let£ be the machine precision then we have the following upper bounds in 
the successively computed values: 
rel. 2 error in log e £ 
rel. in 2 2£ error X X log e 
in 2£ X lxl 2 abs. error y x log e 
abs. error in 2 t y 2£ X lxl + €: 
rel. error in 2 t y £ X (2JxJ+1) xh 
rel. error in exp(x) €: X (2jxj+1) x/2 
A few details in the procedure must be explained. They are due to the 
special features of the aritblll.etic of the EL X8. 
a) exp(1447) is greater than the greatest real number which can be 
represented on the EL X8 (the giant) and exp(-1447) is smaller than 
the smallest positive representable number on the EL X8 (the dwarf). 
That is why the absolute value of the argument 1s bounded by 1447. 
Note: exp(1446) is smaller than the giant. 
b) Before entering the procedure 11 two ttp11 which evaluates the factor 
2 t n, we must check for exponent overflow; i.e. we must take care 
that this factor does not exceed 2 t 2047. 
Because of the standardization of EL XS real numbers the calculations 
for the case n > 2047 and for the case n < -2047 are not ·quite similar. 
Remarks: 
1. The relative error in exp(x) may be considerable for large values of Jxj. 
2 2. When xx loge is integer the computation of the approximating polynomial 
is skipped, In particular this means that exp(O) = 1 holds exactly. 
real procedure exp(x); value x; real x; 
begin real two loge, two ttp 2orrr;-
~07"c'i, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7; 
integer e; 
boolean b; 
two log e : = +. 144269504088910+ 1; 
two ttp 2047:= +. 161585030356610+61?; 
cO:= +.9999999999991; c1:= +.6931471805237; 
c2: = +.2402265055080; c3: = +.5550408537061 10-1; 
c4: = +.9617945040006 10-2; c5: = +.13325631360001o-2; 
c6:= +.1521326079998ro-3; c7:= +.128376319998810-4; 
if abs(x) > 1447 then x:= sign(x) x 1447; 
x:= two loge x xr--
e:= entier(x) + 1; 
x:= x - e; · 
if x = -1 then begin x:= 1; e:= e - 1; goto entire ~; 
O:= X < -.~ 
if b then x: = x / 2; 
x:= CITIT(c7 Xx+ c6) Xx+ c5) Xx+ c4) Xx+ c3) Xx 
+ c2) xx+ c1) xx+ co; 
if b then x:= x Xx; 
entire: if e > 2047 then 
beginx:= x X t-wottp 2047; e:= e - 2047 end; 
exp:= if e < -2047 then x / two ttp 2047 else xx two ttp(e) 
~exp; - - -
31 
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As an application of the exponential function we give the description in 
ALGOL 60 of the to-the-power function, as it is realized in the MILLI-
system for the EL-XS. 
real procedure ttp(x, y); value x, y; real x, y; 
if y = 0 then ttp:= 1 else- -
TI x = 0 -,::-Y> 0 then tip:= 0 else 
if y f entier(y) then ttp:= exp(ln(x) X y) else 
Il abs(y) < 32 th~ -
begin real absy, t; absy:= abs(y); t:= 1; 
loop: if entier( absy/2) x 2 ~ absy then -t:= t X x; 
absy:= entier(absy/2); if absyf°O then 
begin x: = x X x; goto loop endj -
ttp:= if y > 0 then t else TTf, 
end else - - -
ttp:= if x < 0 A entier(y/2) X 2 + y then 
-exp(ln(abs(x)) X y) else -
exp(ln(abs(x)) X y);-
33 
1.3, Natural logarithm 
Two algorithms will be described. The first one has been taken from 
Barning [1965]. The second gives an alternative procedure which gives some 
better approximations in the neighbourhood of x = 1. 
1.3,1 The algorithm from Barning [19657. 
For the approximation of the natural logarithm we use the following 
elementary formulae: 
Let y = 
2 x3 4 X X 
ln(1-x) = -x ----- 4-2 3 
4 2 3 
ln( 1+x) 








1-x . Then x 
1+x 
= h , so that 
1+y 
ln y = pol(~) 
1+y ' 





For arbitrary y > 0 we can find an integer n such that 





We know that ln y = n x ln 2 + ln z. In order to compute ln z we write 
u = z x (~)m, m integer and¾~ u < 1. 
8 
As a conseQuence we have ln y = n x ln 2 + m x ln 9 + ln u. 
Our last step in the transformation of the argument is: 
w=ux/f, /p<w< ~ ✓ 9 - ✓ ! . (1.3.3) 
As a result we have ln y 
8 1 9 = n x ln 2 + m x ln 9 + ln w - 2 ln 8 
( 1.3.4) 
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( 1-w) with ln w = pol 1+w 
fi - u 
= pol( /2-
/ ~ + u 
9 
Hence we have to look for an approximation of pol(x) in the interval 
1 - II 
(---
1 + Ii ' 
8 
- f[ 
----"'-9 J = (-17+1212, 17-1212] ~ (-.03, +.03] . 
1 + fi 
9 




x + c 
2 
x3 + c 
3 
x5. 
The values of these coefficients, obtained by truncating the Chebyshev 
series, are given in the procedure text. This polynomial approximates 
pol(x) with a relative error which is less than the machine precision E. 
We have the following error bounds for the successively computed values: 
rel. error 1.n U E 
abs. error 1. n u E 
rel. error 1J::1 2E/f(2+/J) + E 6E + E in ~ 1§. - u2l ~ 18 2 9 - u I 9 9 
lfi -
abs. error in Ji+ 
9 
abs, error in pol 
abs. error 1.n ln y 
ul 6E fi _ u + E ~ s; u (/f +u)2 
9 
6E 
/l - §_ 
s; 
(a+§.)2 
+ E 9 9 ~ 2E n: + §_ ~ 
9 9 9 9 
2 X (2E) + E = 5E 
Ex m x ln §_ + 5E + E +Ex n x ln 2 
9 
~Ex (6 + 0.1m + 0.Tn). 
From this it is clear that ln x for x ~ 1 may have a great relative error 
and in fact one can observe that the computed value of ln(1-E) is already 
wrong in the first digit, although the absolute error is small. One can 
see this immediately by observing that the value of ln 1 is obtained by 
subtracting~ ln ! from pol(x). For a good relative precision in a 
neighbourhood of zero the almost zero-value should be obtained by multi-
plication. 
Remark: 
In order to obtain ln(1) = 0 the value of the constant ln 8 over 9 had to 
be changed one bit in the least significant position. 
1.3.2. An alternative algorithm 
To overcome the difficulties mentioned above, we constructed a new 
algorithm. 
First we transform the argument range [1, 00 ) into [1,2) and (0,1) into 
[.5,1). We can always find an integer n such that y x 2 t (-n) lies in 
one of the mentioned intervals (y denotes the argument). So, exactly 
multiplying by powers of 2, we have reduced the argument range (O,oo) to 
[.5,2). 
Let y > 1 and let k be an integer such that 
2 t (1/2 t (k+1)) > y ~ 2 t (1/2 t k) • 
Then we find: 
2 t (1/2 t k) > y x 2 t (-1/2 t k) ~ 
35 
and an analogous result holds for y < 1. Thus successively multiplying by 
numbers of the type 2 t (±1/2 ti), where i E {1,2, .•• ,n}, we obtain a new 
argument range: 
[ 2 t (-1 /2 t n), 2 t ( 1 /2 t n)) 
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This transformation is carried out with n = 3, thus reducing the interval 
to [2- 118 , 2
118
). In this interval a telescoped series of 4 terms is used, 
derived from (1.3.2). 
ln(x) = ln(z) + (n x 8 + j) x ln(21/ 8 ), 
where n and J are integer, and 
Z E [ 1 '21 /8) ' n.? o, 0 :s; j :s; 7, for x;:,: 1 
and 
Z E [2-1/8,1), n :s; o, -7 :s; j :s; o, for O < x < 1 . 
Error analysis. 
We distinguish between the following four cases: 
a) 1 :s; X < 2118 . 
In this case no tranformation on x will be involved and the error is 
. . x-1 . . due exclusively to the calculation of x+1 and of the polynomial. It is 
clear that x-1 will be calculated exactly, and that the error in x+1 
will be bounded by i::(x+1), withe the machine precision. Hence the 
relative error in x+1 is bounded bye, so the relative error in(~~~) 
is bounded by 21::, The polynomial has been chosen such that the relative 
error in the result is bounded by E and we find a relative error in 
ln(x) bounded by 4E, 
b) 2118 :s; x < 2. 
Let i denote the number of transformations that (1,3.5) used. 
The transformed argument y has a relative error bounded by ix E, 
* * Thus we do not calculate ln(y), but ln(y ), where y = y ± 
abs, error(y); ln(y) being almost proportional to y-1 on [1 ,2 118 ), 
we calculate ln(y) ± abs. error(y), where abs. error(y) = y x 
* rel. error(y) ~ ln(y) x rel,error(y) ~ ln (y) x rel. error(y) :s; 
ii:: ln*(y). Hence the total relative error in ln*(y) will be bounded 
by (see a) (4+i)e. 
We obtain: 
ln*(x) = ln*(y) + ½ ln 2 = ln(y) ± (4+i)s ln(y) + ! ln 2 
= ln(x) k ± (4+i)s {ln(x) - 8 ln 2} ± s ln(x). 
Consequently the relative error is less than (5+i)s. 
In fact this bound may be reduced somewhat because 
{ln(x) - f ln 2} is smaller than ln(x)/(k+1). Taking this into account 
we find: 
c) X ~ 2. 
We find in a similar way: 
ln*(x) = ln(x) ± (4+i)s {ln(x) - (J + n) ln 2} ± E ln(x) • 
Hence, rel. error(ln(x)) < + ( 4+i) E < 2E• 
- E k+8n+1 
d) For x < 1 we find similar results. 
Resuming, we find that the relative error is bounded by 4s, in particular 
we have ln(1) = 0 • 
37 
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real procedure ln(x); value x; real x; 
1Tx < 6 then ln:= -.1~197'5i'!i:;+629 else 
begin-integer n, m, sgn; -
real y, y1, f, f2, pol, ln2, ln8over9, halfln9over8, 
factor, ci, c2, c3, one; 
ln2 : = .69314718o5601,; 
ln8over9 : =-. 1 177830356564; 
c, := 2.000000000022; 
c2 := .666666478939,; 
c3 : = . 4oo4332758886; 
halfln9over8: = . 588915178281610-1; 
one := ,9428090415822; 
n:= bin exp(x, sgn); m:= o; y:= x; factor:= 1; 
loo~: if y < .8888888888887 then 
begl'n y: = y X 1. 125;' factor:== factor X 1 .125; 
----iii: = m + 1 ; goto loop 
end; -
~ x X factor; 
f:= (one - x) /(one+ x); f2:= f X f; 
pol:= ((f2 X c3 + c2) X f2 + c1) X f; 
ln:= 1n8over9 X m - pol - halfln9over8 + ln2 X n 
~ ln; 
real procedure 1n 1 (x); value x,; real x; 
17x < 0 then ln 1 := -. fmm61975i"4;;;+629 else 
begin-real be, a, b, c, inva, invb, invc,'"x2," cO, c1, c2, c3, l:n2; 
~ --=-=-, .414213562373; inva:= . 7071067811867; 
b := 1.189207115003; invb:= .8408964152532; 
c := 1.090507732666; invc:= .9170040432036; 
c0 := 2; c1:= .6666666670335; 
c2 := ,3999990212251; c3:= .2865491631528; 
ln2:= .69314718o5601; 
if x < 1 then 
begin be:= bin exp(x, x2); if x < inva then 
~egin X: = X X a,; be : = be - , 5 end; 
Irx < invb then ---
begin x:= x X b; be:= be - ,25 end; 
if x < invc then -
begin x:= x xc; be:= be - .125 ~ 
end-
else 
begin be:= blll; exp(x., x2) - 1; x:= x X 2; 
--rf x > a then 
begin - x: = xX inva; be:= be + . 5 end; 
if x > b then -
begin-x:=XX invb; be:= be + ,25 ~; 
ilx> c then 
begin-x:="""xx invc; be:= be + .125 ~ 
end;-
~ (x - 1) / (x + 1 ); x2:= x xx; 
ln1:= (((c3 X x2 + c2) x x2 + c1) x x2 + co) xx+ be X ln2 
~ ln1; 
------------------------------------ - - - - - -
1.4. Sine and cosine 
The computation of function values for the sine and cosine functions is 
performed by one and the same routine, The functions sine and cosine are 
defined for arguments x in the range (-00 ,+00 ). In order to compute sin(x) 
or cos(x) this range is reduced to the interval (-n/4, n/4). 
By a proper choice of an integer k, depending on x, a number y can be 
obtained such that 
X = ½ (y + k) , (1.4.1) 
Now the next relationships perform the transformation from the infinite 
range into the finite interval. 
cos (x) = cos(ny/2) if k - 0 (mod 4)' 
sin(ny/2) if k - 1 (mod 4)' ( 1,4.2) 
-cos(ny/2) if k - 2 (mod 4)' 
-sin(ny/2) if k - 3 (mod 4). 
sin(x) = sin(ny/2) if k - 0 (mod 4)' 
-cos(ny/2) if k - (mod 4)' (1.4.3) 
-sin(ey/2) if k - 2 (mod 4)' 
cos(ny/2) if k - 3 (mod 4) . 
Moreover, since the sine is an odd function and cosine an even function, 
we have 
sin(ny/2) = sign(y) 
cos(ny/2) = 
sin(abs(ny/2)), 
cos( abs( ,ry/2)). 
(1.4.4) 
Actually this reduces the range of computation of the sine or cosine to 
[0,n/4 ). 
In order to compute sin(ny/2) or cos(ny/2) for y E [O,~] polynomial 
approximations are used. 
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These polynomial approximations are chosen such that: 
1. the odd (even) character of the sine (cosine) function is preserved, 
2. lim sin(x) = 
x+O X 
1 ' 1
sin(x) I $ 
X 1 ' 
cos(O) = 1 , jcos(x)j $ 1 , 
4. optimal (relative) accuracy is attained, and 
5. the number of multiplications used is minimal, 
In order to fulfil requirement 1 for the sine function, the Taylorseries 
of sin(ey/2) is first rearranged such that a powerseries in z = (rry/2) 2 is 
multiplied by rry/2 
sin(ey/2) (1.4.5) 
With a view to requirement 2, the powerseries in z 
sin(ny/2) _ 1 = 2 ny/2 -z/3! + z /5! - ... (1.4.6) 
is truncated and the number of terms necessary for the required accuracy 
is decreased by economizing with Chebyshev polynomials. 
sin(x) We note that a high absolute precision of-~~ - 1 guarantees a high 
X 
relative precision of sin(x). 
The even character of the cosine function also leads us to write the 
Taylorseries of cos(ny/2) as a series in z = (rry/2) 2 . Because of require-
ment 5, we apply the process of economizing to the powerseries 
cos(ny/2) -1 = -z/2! + z2/4! - z3/6! + ... (1.4.7) 
Aiming at a relative accuracy of 2-40 , both for the sine and the cosine, 
we need a truncated Taylorseries consisting of 8 terms. By economizing 
these series the number of terms can be reduced by two. The resulting 
6-term polynomial approximation is used to calculate the function on the 
reduced interval. 
As described in section 0.3 the computed coefficients of the polynomial 
approximations have been modified somewhat in order to correct for the 




real procedure sincos(x, sin); 
va!ue x, sin; real x; bool sin; 
begin real k, ~f, two over pi, 
cO-:;-ci, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, c8, c9, c10, c11; 
t'WO over pi:= .63661 97723 673; 
cO := +1; c1 := +.15707 96326 794m+1; 
c2 := -.12337 00550 125m+1; c3 := -.64596 40974 92710+0; 
c4 : = +. 25366 95072 540m+o; c5 : = +. 79692 6261 1 8 3410- 1; 
c6 : = -.20863 46891 369m-U c7 : = -.46817 52592 887 10-2; 
c8 := +.91916 54179 155m-3; c9 := +. 16042 92697 34111r3; 
c 10: = -. 24856 34468 0301o-4; c11 := -.35564 00770 321 )(r5; 
x:= xx two over ~i; 
k:= entier(x + ,5); 
x:= X - k; 
if sin then else k:= k + 1; 
k:= k - entier(k/4) X 4; comment k:= k(mod 4); 
x2:= XX x; 
f:= if entier(k/2) X 2 = k then 
( ( ( ("(c 1 1Xx2+c9 )XX2+c7 )XX2+c5 )XX2+c3 )><x2+c 1 )Xx else 
((((c10Xx2+c8)><x2+c6)XX2+c4)XX2+c2)XX2+c0; -
sincos:= if k > 1 then -f else f 
~ sincos; 
~ procedure sin(x); sin:= sincos(x, ~); 
~ procedure cos(x); cos:= sincos(x, ~); 
1.5. Arcsine and arccosine 
Of course the arcsine and arccosine functions can be computed by means of 
the arctangent function as follows 
arcsin(x) = arctan ✓( 1-~) ( 1+x~ , 
arccos(x) = arctan ✓~ 7 -x)( 7 +x) 
X 
However, we will give here also an explicit algorithm. 
In order to describe the computation of the arcsine and arccosine func-
tions, it is sufficient to restrict ourselves to the computation of the 
arcsine function with an argument range [0,1]. Since arcsine is an odd 
function, the argument range can be extended to [-1,+1] in a trivial way. 
The computation of an arccosine value is easily reduced to the computation 
of an arcsine value by means of the transformations 
arccos(x) 
= {f -arcs in( x) 
arcsin li-x2 
if O <XS ~i2, 
(1.5.1) 
In fact the interval [0,1] is too large for finding a reasonable fast 
convergent series expansion for the arcsine function. However, by special 
transformations the argument range of a polynomial approximation can be 
reduced to a shorter interval. We will show here a transformation which 
yields an arbitrary short interval and prove that this transformation does 
not cause excessive increase of error. 
The following transformation will be used: 
arcsin(u) = y + arcsin(u cos y - LJ sin y) , 
0 s sin y s u , ( 1 .5.2) 
where y is an arbitrary fixed number, 0 s y < n/2, of which the cosine 
and sine values are known. With an appropriate choice of y we are able 
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to make the expression 
v = u cosy - ~ sin y (1.5.3) 
as small as we want. However, as a consequence of the conditions on y we 
find that v E [O,u]. If a list of values of y with corresponding cosine 
and sine values is available, we can choose y from this list, such that 
sin y is the largest sine value not exceeding u. 
The arcsine is approximated on the interval [O,sin(TT/32)] using a 5-term 
polynomial derived from the Taylorseries of 
(arcsin(x) _ 2!.) ~ • ✓ 1-x~ . 
X 2 
We will now prove that the error induced by transformation (1.5,2) is not 
excessive. The error induced by a multiplication will be E times the 
result of the multiplication. Thus we can give a bound for the error 
induced by the calculation of v: 
error(v) s E \u cos YI + E: j /1-u2 sin yj 
= du cos y + ~ sin y) , 
The relative error will be 
rel. error(v) s E: ( u cos y + /1"7 sin y) 
(u cosy - /1-u2 sin y) 
u, 
This is a monotonic increasing function for y E [O,u] 
(1.5.4) 
sin Y, cosy :2! o. 
Since we only have to consider the case where sin y ~ u, we can give as 
a bound for the error: 
error(v) s 2£ u cosy, 
where v = u cosy - /1-u2 sin y is a small value. 
The arcsine for this small argument is almost proportional to the argument. 
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In fact we calculate 
arcsin*(u) = y + arcsin(v + error(v)) ~ y + v + error(v) 
instead of 
arcsin(u) = y + arcsin(v) ~ y + v. 
Consequently, error(arcsin (u)) ~ error(v) • 
Under the conditions sin y ~ u (i.e. v ~ arcsin(y)) and /1-u2 sin y ~ y, 
we find that 
Now 
y + v = u cosy - ~ sin y + y ~ u cosy. 
re~ error(arcsin*(u)) error(v) 
~ arcsin(u) 
2£ u cosy 
~ ----------- ~ V + y 
~ 2£ u cosy= 
u cos y 
(1.5.5) 
The main part of the calculation of an arcsine or an arccosine is perfor-
med by the real procedure arcsincos with parameters: x, y, sign, shift. 
This procedure calculates 
sign x arcsin(x) + shift x n/2 
and presupposes the input parameter y to be equal to /1-x2. The procedure 
uses transformation (1.5.2) and a table of sine values for 
n/32, 2n/32, .•• , 15n/32. 
arcsincos transforms the argument to an argument in the interval 
[O,sin(n/32)]; it calculates the arcsine and performs the back transforma-
tion. 
The procedure arcsin calculates the arcsine for the argument x; it first 
calculates y = /1-x2 and calls arcsincos with appropriate sign, the shift 
being zero. 
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The procedure arccos calculates the arccosine for the argument x; it first 
calculates y = /1-x2 and calls arcsincos. If y < x, arcsincos is called 
with y as the first parameter, otherwise with x as the first parameter, 
The parameters sign and shift are chosen appropriately in order to effectu-
ate transformation (1.5.1). 
real procedure arcsincos(x, y, sgn, shift); 
value x, y, sgn, shift; 
rea! x, y; int~er sgn, shift; 
'oe'gin real z,, c1, c2, c3, c4, pi over 2, pi over 32; 
-integer i, count; 
array b [ 1 : 1 5 ] ; 
b[O1 J: = +.9/301714032960 10-1; b[O2]: = +.1950903220161 ur-O; 
b[O3] := +.290284677254510-0; b[O4] := +,382683432365O1cr0; 
b[ 05]: = +.47139673682611crO; b[ 06]: = +. 55557O233O19410-0; 
b[O7]:= +.6343932841637ur-0; b[O8]:= +.707106781186710-0; 
b[O9]:= +,773O1O453363Oio--O; b[1O]:= +.8314696123O25m-O; 
b[11]:= +.881921264348410-0; b[12]:= +.92387953251O910-0; 
b[13]:= +.956940335731810-0; b[14]:= +.98O78528O4o3310-0; 
b[15]:= +.99518472667211crO; cO := -.57O796326794210-0; 
c1 := +.452O6483OO586 10-o; c2 := +.6301621168oo6 10-1; 
c3 := +.219830806334810-1; c4 := +.107099463170910-1; 
pi over 2:= 1.570796326794; pi over 32:= .981747704246310-1; 
count:= o; i:= 8; 
next: if x > b[count + i] then count:= count+ i; 
i:-:-i :-2; if if O then goto next; 
if count + Othen - -
begin z:= x; r-:-=;-,6 - count; 
x:= z X b[i] - y x b[count]; 
y:= y X b(i] + z X b[count] 
end; 
~XX Xj 
z:= (((((c4 x z + c3) X z + c2) X z + c1) x z + cO) / 
y + pi over 2) Xx; 




real procedure arcsin(x); value x; ~ x; 
begin real y; 
---integer sgn; 
sgn:= sign(x); x:= x X sgn; y:= sqrt((1 - x) x (1 + x)); 
a.resin:= arcsincos(x, y, sgn, 0) 
~ a.resin; 
real :procedure arccos(x); value x; real x; 
begin real y; - -
---rn."teger sgn; 
y:= sqrt((1 - x) X (1 + x)); if x < y then 
begin sgn:= sign(x); x:= x X sgn; sgn:=--=-sgn; 
-arccos:= arcsincos(x, y, sgn, 1) 
end 




The argument range (-00 , 00 ) of the tangent function can be reduced to 
'IT 7T [- 2, 2 J by computing 
• ( X 1 ) x - TT entier-; + 2 . (1.6.1) 
We set z = I~ YI and using tan(-y) = -tan(y) we find: 
7T 
tan(y) = ± tan(f z), z € [o,4]. 
The Taylorseries of tan (f z) has convergence radius 4 and therefore is 
slowly convergent for z near 4. Hence we still have to reduce the interval. 
We use 
tan(j z) 1 = 





1-tan(2- 8 z) = 
1+tan(2- ! z) (1.6,3) 
Equation (1.6.2) will be used if z > 2, thus reducing the interval to 
[0,2]; equation (1.6.3) will be used if z > 1, reducing the interval to 
[0,1]. Although the convergence of the Taylorseries for the tangent func-
tion is guaranteed, the convergence is still very slow, due to the poles 
at z = ± 4. 
However, the Taylorseries of 
(z+4) (z-4) tan(f z) ( 1.6.4) 
yields better convergence, Hence tan(f z) will not be computed directly, 
• 'IT 
but first (z+4) (z-4) tan(8 z) 1s computed and we divide the result by 
(z2-16). 
-40 Aiming at a maximal relative error of 2 we first truncated the Taylor-




We distinguish between the following three cases: 
8 
Here no transformations are needed, Since we first calculate z = TI x, 
a relative error bounded by E (E denotes the machineprecision) is 
introduced. 
Next we calculate u 2 = z , 
4 
4 
p(u) = I 
i=1 
c:u1 - 21r, and we multiply p(u) 
i 
by z. 
Since I i c.u << 2n, we find for p(u) a relative error bounded by E, i i=1 
and consequently a relative error bounded by 3E for p(u) x z. 
We still have to compute v = 16 - u and tan(x) = p(u) x z/v. 
Since u ~ 1 the relative error for vis bounded by E, 
So the relative error of tan(x) is bounded by 5E, 
b. n/8 < x ~ n/4, 
8 Now we use equation (1.6,3), Computing z = 2 - - x we find an absolute 
1T 
error bounded by 2E in z (the relative error may be large but this 
does not affect the result), 
In fact we calculate tan*(z+z') with lz' I ~ 2E, 
The tangent function is about proportional to z for z E [O,n/8].Hence we 
find tan*(z+z') ~ tan*(z) + z' ~ tan(z) x (1+t') + z' , where 
It' I ~ 5E (cf. a). 
The back transformation reads 
tan*(x) = 1 - tan*(z) 1 +tan*(z) 
In the calculation of 1 - tan*(z), as with the calculation of 
1 + tan*( z), error_s are introduced. 
Since tan*(z) ~ tan(n/8) < ,5 we find 
rel error(tan*(x)) ~ rel error(1-tan*(z)) + rel error(1+tan*(z)) + E 
~ 4e + 2e + e = 7E . 
c. 1r/4 < X :$; ,r/2. 
In this case no rigorous bounds for the error can be given. 
Calculating 4 8 z = - - x we 
1T 
find an absolute error z' bounded by 
for z. 
The back transformation reads 
tan*(x) = tanJ(z) , with tan*(z) = tan(z) x (1+t') + z' , 
with I z I I :S: 4 E and It I I ~ 7 e • 
We obtain 
rel error(tan*(x)) :s; 7e + tan(z) • 
However tan(z) may be very small. 




real procedure tan(x); value x; real x; 
beg!n integer sgn; - -
real t, y, z, co, c1, c2, c3, c4, one over pi; 
boolean b1, b2; 
cO:= -.6283185307177ro+1; c1:= +.6971703293846ro-1; 
c2: = +. 2632215430363ro-3; c3: = +.160618187895210-5; 
c4:= +.10919)324705810-7; 
one over pi:= ,3183098861837; 
x:= x X one over pi; y:= entier(x + .5); 
x:= (x - y) x 8; sgn:= sign(x); x:= xx sgn; 
b1 := b2:= false; 
ifx>2t~ 
begin x: =i:j:'"":: x; b1 := true end; 
Ifx> 1 then - -
begin x:=2°"= x; b2:= true end; 
~ X x; z:= y - 16;- -
t:= ((((c4 x y + c3) x y + c2) x y + c1) x y +co)/ z xx; 
if b2 then t:= (1 - t) / (i + t); 
tan:= Tttb1 then 1 / t else t) x sgn 
~tan; - - -
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1 • 7. Arctangent 
The argument range (- 00 ,+~) of the arctangent function can be reduced in 
the following way. 
a) For arguments less than zero we use the relation arctan x = -arctan(-x). 
b) If x > 1 we compute an approximation to arctan o/x)and use the relation 
arctan x =; - arctan(1/x). 
c) For x E [0,1], arctan x can be approximated by truncation of the Taylor-
series 
arctan x = 
00 
(-1 )k 2k+1 
l 2k+1 x 
k=0 
(1.7.2) 
Because of the slow convergence of the series it is still necessary to 
reduce the argument range. This is possible by using the relation 
arctan x x-v = arctan y + arctan =-=--1 +xy (1.7.3) 
Aiming at a precision of 2-40 it is sufficient to use the transformation 
(1 ,7,3) for only one value of y. 
'IT 
The best reduction is obtained for y = tan 6 = 
arctan x 7T = 6 + arctan 
X - -1/3 
3 
1 + Y3 
¥3 and we find 
(1.7.4) 
We use this transformation for x E (tan ; 2 ,1J and obtain the argument 
range ( -tan 1~, tan 1~] = ( /3-2, 2-/3]. 
Putting x2 = z we can write the following power series of arctan x 
arctan x = x (1+z 
Aiming at an absolute error bounded by 
(1.7,5), the necessary number of terms 
:s; tan ; 2 • ( 1 • 7 • 5 ) 
2-40. t . . in he approximation of 
n (-1)k k-1 
of l 2k+ 1 z can be decreased k=1 
ton= 6 by economizing with Chebyshev polynomials, 
Error analysis. 
For an estimation of an upper bound of rounding errors arising during the 
computation of the value of arctan(x), we can distinguish between two 
cases, 
a) Ix I :s; tan 11T2 • 
In this case the value of the function is computed immediately by means of 
the polynomial approximation, 
The last step in this computation reads 
arctan x = (p(z) x z + 1) xx. 
The error in p(z) x z is suppressed by the addition by 1; indeed 
lp(z) x zl < 0.25, As a result we find in arctan x a relative error 
bounded by 2€ (€ being the machineprecision). 
b) lxl > tan ~2 
. I x - tan(1r/6) 
As a consequence of the computation of 1 x and 1 + x tan(1r/6 ) we shall 
have an absolute error in the transformed argument bounded by 4E, 
The resulting absolute error of the computation only causes a small 
relative one because of the last addition in 
((p(z) x z) + 1) xx+ 2!:. or in ((p(z) x z) + 1) xx+ 2!:. 
6 3 
The total error is bounded by 5E, 
Resuming, we find that·arctan(x) gives a small relative and absolute error 
on the whole range(-~,+~). 
-
real procedure arctan(x); value x; real x; 
begiri integer s; boolean xgrO; -
real ci, c2, c3, c4 ,c5, c6, 
tg 15, tg 30, pi over 6, x2, f; 
tg 15 := +.26794 91924 300; 
tg 30 := +.57735 02691 900; 
pi over 6:= +.52359 87755 987; 
c1:= -.33333 33332 462; c2:= +.19999 99804 771; 
c3:= -.14285 54966 219; c4:= +.11104 47077 384; 
c5:= -.89521 60021 931llJ'-1; c6:= +.62220 17887 49() 10-1; 
xgrO:= x > o; if 7 xgrO then x:= -x; 
s:= 3; if x > 1then x:=7Tx else s:= s - 2; 
if x > tg 1 5 = s = 3 then s: = s'""= 1 ; 
Il x > tg 15 then x:=-rx- tg 30)/( 1 + tg 30 xx); 
~::.: xx x; -
f:= ((((((c6 x x2 + c5) X x2 + c4) X x2 + c3) X x2 
+ c2) x x2 + c1) x x2 + 1) xx; 
ifs> 1 then f:= -f; 
T:= s x piover 6 + f; 
arctan:= if xgrO then f else -f 




2. Double-length floating-point ari tbmetic 
2.1. Elementary double-length operations 
In this section we publish with the kind permission of the author, 
Prof.Dr. T.J. Dekker, the basic double-length procedures for addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, division and the evaluation of the square root. 
For a detailed description, one is referred to the original publication 
[ 1971 J. 
A double-length floating-point number is a pair (r,s) of single-length 
floating-point numbers satisfying 
-40 
Isl ~ lr+sl 2 -40 
1+2 
The value of the double-length number (r,s) is, by definition, equal to r+s. 
We call r the head ands the tail of (r,s). 
The procedures add2, sub2, mul2 and div2 calculate resp. the double-length 
sum, difference, product and quotient of (x,xx) and (y,y), the result being 
(z,zz). The procedure mul12 calculates the exact product of x and y, the 
result being the nearly double-length number (z,zz). 
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procedure add 2(x, xx, y, yy, z, zz); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real x, xx, y, YY, z, zz; 
begin ~ r, s; -
r: = X + y; 
s:= if' abs(x) > abs(y) then x - r + y + yy + xx 
else y - r + x + xx"+yy; 
z:= r + s; zz:= r - z + s 
end add 2; 
procedure sub 2(x, xx, y, yy, z, zz); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real. x, xx, Y, YY, z, zz; 
begin real r, s; -
r:~- y; 
s:= if' abs(x) > abs(y) then x - r - y - yy + xx 
else - y - r + x + ix'=yy; 
z:= r + s; zz:= r - z + s 
end sub 2; 
procedure mul 12(x, y, z, zz); 
value x, y; real x, y, z, zz; 
begin real hx, tx, hy, ty, p, q; 
p:~x 1048577; hx:= x - p + p; tx:= x - hx; 
p:= y X 1048577; by:= Y - p + p; ty:= Y - by; 
p:= bx X hyj q:= hx X ty + tx X by; 
z:= p + q; zz:= p - z + q + tx X ty 
end mul 12; 
procedure mul 2(x, xx, y, yy, z, zz); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real x, xx, y, yy, z, zz; 
begin real c, cc; -
~(x, y, c, cc); cc:= x X yy + xx X y + cc; 
z:= c + cc; zz:= c - z + cc 
~ mul 2; 
procedure div 2(x, xx, y, yy, z, zz); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real x, xx, Y, yy, z, zz; 
begin real c, cc, u, '"liu; 
c:= x / y; mul 12(c, y, u, uu); 
cc:= (x - u - uu + xx - c x yy) / y; 
z:= c + cc; zz:= c - z + cc 
end div 2; 
procedure sqrt 2(:x:, xx, y, yy); 
value x, xx; real x, xx, y, yy; 
begin real c, cc"; u, uu; 
if x > 0 then 
begin c:= sqrt(x); mul. 12(c, c, u, uu); 
cc:= (x - u - uu + xx) X 0,5 / c; 
y:= c + cc; yy:= c - y + cc 
end else y:= yy:= 0 
~ sqrt2; 
2.2. Normalization 
With the double length numbers as defined by Dekker [1971], some problems 
arise in the comparison of two double length numbers. 
We can define equality(~) of two such numbers, X and Y, in two ways. 
a. X: Y iff fl(X - Y) = 0 
or 
b. * X = Y iff X and Y have equal representations. 
Whatever definition will be chosen, the following condition must hold: 
X * y fl(X + C) * fl(Y + C) for arbitrary C. (2.2.1) 
Now let 
(x,xx) = ~22t + 2t+1, 
(y,vv) = ( 22t, + 2t) 
(z,zz) (22t, 
t 
= + 2 1 ) 
where t denotes the bit-length of the mantissa, 
We find: (x,xx) = (y,yy) ~ (z,zz) and all three are acceptable double 
length numbers according to Dekker. 
If we use definition b, we find that two equal numbers will not appear 
to be equal on a computer. 
Definition a also gives difficulties. When we apply the procedure "sub 2 11 
of Dekker on the pair {(x,xx), (z,zz)} the result will be zero, and the 
pair {(y,yy), (z,zz)} yields the result +1. 
And so definition a gives: (x,xx): (z,zz) t (y,yy), however we find also 
(x,xx) ~ (y,yy), and so for the equality defined by a, transitivity will 
not hold. Furthermore condition (2.2.1) does not hold because 
fl(fl((x,xx) - 22t} - fl((z,zz) - 22t)) = 1. 
With each definition we now propose a solution of the difficulties 
X * y i"ff a. = fl(X - Y) = O. 
Here the difficulty stems from the fact that the mantissa of the 
number (z,zz) contains more information than can be stored in 2t bits. 
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Thus we need a transformation, which transforms a double length number 
to a 2t-bit precision number. 
If one of the following three conditions holds: 
1. integral 
2t-1 22t and lxxl < 2t X and xx ; 2 < X < 
2. X and xx integral ; X = 22t-1 and 0 ~ xx < 2t ' 
2.xx integral 2t-1 and t-1 0 3. X and X = 2 -2 < xx < ' 
then the pair (x,xx) is a 2t bit precision number. 
t 
Now consider a single length number y, 0 ~ y < 2 then on a computer 
with optimal addition and subtraction the number z = fl(fl(y - 2t) + 2t) 
will be the number y rounded to the nearest integral value. For, if y 
is integral, the numbers fl(y - 2t) and z will be calculated exactly. 
Otherwise y must be smaller than 2t- 1 and therefore Jfl(y - 2t)J ~ 2t-1 ; 
so this result is integral and the same holds for z. 
Now we will split up in the three cases mentioned above: 
1. Let (x,xx) be a double length number with 22t- 1 < x < 22t. 
2. 
Then in order to obtain a new tail of the double length number we 
have to carry out the calculation fl(fl(xx - 2t) + 2t) for xx~ 0 
and fl(fl(xx + 2t) - 2t) for xx< 0. 
If we calculate v = x/2t and u = fl(x - v), then, on a computer 
with optimal subtraction, u will not be equal to x. Now x - u may 
t . not be smaller than 2, since both x and u are t-bit precision 
t numbers. Furthermore let x - u > 2; then 
2
t . . . 
v > which is not true. Hence we find x 
t 
y = fl(x - u) we find y = x - u = 2 ~ v. 
t 
x-fl(x - u) > 2 and so 
t - u = 2. If we calculate 
Let ( x,xx) be a . 2t-1 double length number with x = 2 and xx~ o. 
t 
If we calculate V = x/2 and u = fl(x - v), both calculations will 
be exact and fl(x u) t-1 so y = = 2 = v. 
Here we have to multiply y by 2 before calculating the new tail 
fl(fl(xx - y) + y). 
3 L ( ) . 2t-1 • et x,xx be a double length number with x = 2 and xx< O. 
t-1 Again we find y = 2 and now we can calculate a new tail 
fl(fl(xx-y)+y) directly, since 2.xx has to be an integral number. 
Summarising we find the following algorithm: 
calculate v = x/2t, u = fl(x - v) and y = fl(x u); 
if xx< 0 set y = -y, otherwise if y = v set y = 2 * y; calculate the 
new value of xx fl(fl(xx - y) + y). 
Thus we round (x,xx) to a 2t-bit precision number, Because all calcu-
lations are homogeneous in x and xx, the same rounding procedure may 
be used for all double length numbers, only the test xx< 0 has to be 
changed into x *xx< o. 
b. X ~ Y iff X and Y have equal representations, 
Here the difficulty stems from the fact that double length numbers 
(x,xx), with xx a power of two that just cannot be incorporated in x, 
have two representations. 
We have to decide in favor of one of these representations, and we 
choose the one where !xi is maximal. 
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Now we have to be able to transform a number from the wrong representa-
tion into the favored representation. 
The procedure we give only works on a computer with optimal rounding 
for the addition, where - if the result is just between two represent-
able numbers - it is rounded away from zero if the operands have equal 
signs and towards zero otherwise. 
We observe that if (x,xx) is a double length number with only one 
representation, then fl(x +xx)= x. If (x,xx) is a number with two 
representations then !fl(x + xx)! < !xi if (x,xx) is the favored 
representation and !fl(x + xx) I > !xi otherwise. 
Hence we find the following algorithm: 
calculate y = fl(x + xx); 
if !YI > !xi set xx= -xx and x = y. 
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2.3. Relational operations 
Two sets of six Boolean procedures have been written in order to accom-
plish the comparison of double length numbers analogous to the six 
Boolean operators<,~,>,~,= and ;t, 
We again distinguish between the two definitions of equality given in 
section 2,2, 
a, X = Y iff fl(X - Y) = O. 
b. 
Here the following relation is used 
sign fl((x,xx) - (y,yy)) = sign{fl(fl(fl(x - y) - yy) +xx)) , 
which holds for 2t-bit precision numbers. 
X : y iff X and Y have equal representations. 
Here the following relations are used: 
(x,xx) * {y,yy) (x yy) ' - = y " xx = 
(x,xx) * {y ,yy) (x ;t yy)' ;t - y V XX ;t 
(x,xx) * {y,yy) (if X then xx< y) ' < - = y yy else X < 
(x,xx) ~ (y,yy) - ( if X = y then xx ~ yy else X < y) ' 
(x,xx) * (y ,yy) (if X > - = y then xx> yy else X > y) ' 
(x,xx) * (y ,YY) ( if X = y ~ - then xx ~ yy else X > y) • 
As procedure identifiers we have chosen: lng lt, lng le, lng gt, 
lng ge, lng eq and lng ne for the relations<,~,>,~,= and ;t 
respectively. 
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Procedures for normalization and relational operators as described under a. 
procedure nonn(x, xx); real x, xx; 
if abs(x) = .1776646197~-J-629 V 
- abs(x) < .680453891892010--604 ~ xx:= 0 ~ 
begin real u, v; 
~:~1099511627776; u:= x - v; u:= x - u; 
if x < 0 =xx> 0 then u:= -u else 
TI u = v then u: = u x 2; -xx:= xx - u + u 
end norm; 
boolean procedure lng eq(x, xx, y, yy); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real x, xx, Y, yy; 
lng eq: = x - y - yy '+xx = o; 
boolean procedure lng ne(x, xx, Y, yy); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real x, xx, Y, yy; 
lng ne:= X - Y - YY +xx f 0; 
boolean procedure lng gt(x, xx, y, yy); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real x, xx, Y, yy; 
lng gt:= X - y - YY +xx> 0; 
boolean procedure lng ge(x, xx, Y, yy); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real x, xx, Y, yy; 
lng ge: = x - y - yy +xx ~ o; 
boolean procedure lng lt(x, xx, Y, yy); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real x, xx, Y, yy; 
lng lt:= x - y - yy +xx< O; 
boolean procedure lng le(x, xx, Y, YY ); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real x, xx, Y, yy; 
lng le:= X - y - yy +xx< o; 
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Procedures for normalization and relational operators as described under b. 
;12:rocedure no:rm(x, xx); value x, xx; real x, xx; 
begin real y; -
y:~ + :xx; if abs(y) > abs(x) then 
begin x:= y;-xx:= -xx end 
end norm; 
boolean procedure lng eq_(x, xx, Y, yy); 
value x, xx, Y, yy; ~ x, xx, Y, yy; 
lng eq:= x == y /\xx= yy; 
boolean procedure lng ne(x, xx, Y, yy); 
value x, xxi= y, yy; real x, xx, Y, yy; 
lng ne:= x y V xx fyy; 
boolean procedure lng gt(x, xx, Y, yy); 
value x, xx, y, -yy; real x, xx, y, yy; 
l:ng gt:=_!! x = y then xx> yy ~ X > 
boolean procedure lng ge(x, xx, Y, yy); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real. x, xx, y, yy; 
y; 
lng ge: == g X = y then xx ::'.: yy ~ X > yj 
boolean procedure lng lt(x, xx, y, yy); 
value x, xx, y, yy; real x, xx, y, yy; 
lng 1 t: = g x = y then xx < yy ~ x < y; 
boolean procedure lng le(x, xx, y, yy); 
value x, xx, y, -yy; real x, xx, Y, yy; 
lng le:= g X = y then xx~ yy ~ X < y; 
Procedures for double length addition, subtraction, multiplication or 
di vision. 
For normalization either one of the procedures described under a orb may 
be used. 
procedure lng add(x, :xx, y, yy, z, zz); 
value x, :xx, y, yy; real x, :xx, y, yy, z, zz; 
beghi add.2(x, xx, y,--:;;; z, zz ); norm(z, zz) 
end lng add; 
procedure lng sub(x, :xx, y, yy, z, zz); 
value x, :xx, y, yy; real x, xx, y, yy, z, zz; 
beghi sub2(x, :xx, y,-:;;-; z, zz); norm(z, zz) 
end 1ng sub; 
procedure lng mul(x, :xx, y, yy, z, zz); 
value x, xx:, y, yy; real x, :xx{ y, yy, z, zz; 
begin mul2(x, xx, y,-:;:;-; z, zzJ; norm(z, zz) 
end Ing mui; 
procedure lng div(x, :xx, y, yy, z, zz); 
value x, xx:, y, yy; real x, :xx, Y, yy, z, zz; 
beghi div2(x, :xx, y, yy, z, zz ); norm(z, zz) 
end lng div; 
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3, Input and output procedures 
Because of the close resemblance to the single-length I/0 procedures, the 
reader is assumed to be familiar with the I/0 procedures of the MILLI system 
for the EL X8 computer as described in Grune [1972]. 
3,1. Input procedures 
1. lng read 1 (intexpr,intvar,x,xx) 
The input procedure lng read 1 scans a row of symbols, of which the 
first is found in 'intvar' and the other ones by successive evaluations 
of 'intexpr'. 
When a correct number according to the Revised Report [1964] has been 
found, the procedure stores the last symbol, which does not belong to 
the number, in 'intvar' and transforms the row of symbols to a double 
precision number (x,xx), using triple length arithmetic; otherwise an 
error message is given. A tabulation, new line carriage return, two 
successive spaces or any other symbol, not being a point, a lower ten 
or digit, will be regarded as a number separator. 
2. lng const (number,x,xx) 
The procedure lng const can be used when we need a constant in double 
precision in an ALGOL 60 program text. 
By a call of lng canst (number,x,xx), the string 'number' is considered 
to be a real number and the double precision representation is deliv-
ered in the pair (x,xx). 
The number has to be written according to the specifications in the 
Revised Report with the following exceptions: 
a. two or more embedded blanks or 
b. an embedded new line carriage return 
will be regarded as the end of the number. 
The procedure makes use of the procedures printtext, stringsymbol 
[Grune,1972] and lng read 1. 
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3.2. Output procedures 
In order to make the output procedures totally compatible with the input 
procedure lng read 1, all procedures in this section use triple length 
arithmetic. 
User procedures: 
A number of procedures is available to convert double length numbers to 
symbol strings. 
The procedures are the analogs of flo, fix, fixt, flat, absfixt and print, 
respectively (cf. Grune [1972]). Only the most important features are 
recorded here. 
1. lng flo (n,m,x,xx,a): 
The Boolean procedure lng flo stores the symbols of the double length 
number given in (x,xx) in floating format according to the specifica-
tions inn and min the integer array a. The number will be rounded to 
n decimal places. If one of the following conditions holds: 
n ~ O, n > 25, ms O, m > 3 or the exponent is too big form decimal 
positions, lng flo stores the number, according to n=25 and m=3, and 
delivers the value false; otherwise it delivers the value true. 
2. lng fix (n,m,x,xx,a): 
The Boolean procedure lng fix stores the symbols of the double length 
number given in (x,xx) in fixed format according to the specifica-
tions inn and min the integer array a, If one of the following condi-
tions holds: 
n < O, m < O, n + m = O, n + m > 33 or l(x,xx)\ ~ 10n, 
lng fix stores the number in floating format, according to n=25 and 
m=3, and delivers the value false; otherwise it delivers the value true. 
3, lng fixt (n,m,x,xx). 
4. lng flat (n,m,x,xx). 
5, lng absfixt (n,m,x,xx). 
6. lng print (x,xx): 
If the number is an integral number in absolute value smaller than 
280 the number is printed in fixed format, with 25 digits before and no 
digits after the decimal point, followed by 6 spaces. 
Otherwise the mantissa will be printed in floating format with 25 
digits for the number and 3 digits for the exponent. In all cases the 
number takes 33 places on the printer. 
Auxiliary procedures: 
7. conbindec (x,xx,xxx,exp,sign): 
conbindec transforms the double length number given in x* = (x,xx) to 
a triple length number x** = (x,xx,xxx) with the following features: 
** a. • 1 :S:: X < 1 , 
b, x** x sign x 10exp = x* 
8. round (n,z,zz,zzz,c,cc,ccc,dexp,dexp1) 
-n . * ( ) round adds .5 x 10 to the triple length number z = z,zz,zzz 
yielding the triple length number c* = (c,cc,ccc). 
If c* ~ 1, c* 1s set to .1 and dexp1 will become the decimal exponent 
of z as given in dexp, increased by 1, otherwise dexp will be copied in 
dexp1. 
9. nextchar (c,cc,ccc): 
If for the triple length number c* = (c,cc,ccc) the inequality 
.1 s; c < 1 holds, the integer procedure nextchar delivers the first 
decimal digit of c* and replaces c* by 10 x c* - entier(10 x c*). 
10. storeflo (c,cc,ccc,n,m,dexp,sgn,a): 
* dexp storeflo stores the symbols of the number sgn x c x 10 , with 
c* = (c,cc,ccc), and .1 s; c* < 1 in floating format in the integer 
array a. 
11. storefix (c,cc,ccc,n,m,dexp,sgn,a): 
storefix stores the symbols of the number sgn x c* x 10dexp, with 
c* = (c,cc,ccc), and .1 :s:: c* < 1, in fixed format in integer array a. 
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COimD.ent The procedure 11lng bin exp" delivers the b:ina.ry 
e:iqx:ment of (x, xx) as an :integer value. 
Moreover, the s1:· of (x, xx) is delivered in sgn 
and, if (x, xx) o, (x, xx) is replaced by its binary 
mantissa (0. 5 < x, xx) < 1). 
Although an efficient procedure is only possible 
in machine-code, an equivalent ALGOL-version is 
given below; 
integer procedure lng bin exp(x, xx, sgn); real x; integer sgn; 
begin integer i, e; -
sgn:= sign(x); if x < O then begin x:= -x; xx:= -xx end; 
if x = O then e ~ 0 else - -
Il x < 1 tiien 
beg:in i: =e:= o; 
for i:= i - 1 while x < 0.5 do 
'begin e:= i; x~x 2; xx:=-xx x 2 end 
end else 
fur i: = 1 , i + 1 while x > 1 do 
begin e: = ij x: = X f 2j xx:= XX/ 2 endj 
if if x = 0.5 then xx< 0 else false"then 
begin x:= x X 2;xx:= xx X 2; e~--r-ena.; 
lng bin exp:= e -
end lng bin exp; 
procedure conbi:ndec(x, xx, xx:x:, exp, sgn); integer exp, sgn; 
real x, xx, xxx; 
begin integer be:x:p, de:x:p, s, ptr; 
real e, z, zz, zzz, c, cc, ccc, u, uu, v, vv; 
be:x:p:= lng binexp(x, xx, sgn); z:= x; zz:= xx; zzz:= O; 
e:= .6938893903907; s:= - 57; dexp:= o; 
if bexp > 0 then 
begin -
n1: c:= z / e; mul.12(e, c, u, uu); 
sub2(z, o, u, uu, u, uu); 
add2(u, uu, zz, zzz, zz, zzz); cc:= zz / e; 
muJ.12(e, cc, u, uu); sub2(zz, zzz, u, uu, zzz, u); 
ccc:= zzz / e; z:= c + cc; zz:= c - z +cc+ ccc; 
zzz:= c - z + cc - zz + ccc; bexp:= bexp + s; 
dexp:= dexp + 17; 
if if z > 1 then true else z = 1 /\ zz > 0 then 
begin z:= z l2J ~ zzJ' 2; zzz:= zzz / 2; 
bexp: = bexp + 1 
end; 
if bexp > O then goto n1 
end;- --
ilbexp < O then 
begin ptr:= 17; 
ri2:"7:f be:x:p - s > O /\ ptr > 1 then 
begin ptr:= ptr - 1; e:= e-,-;o; 
if ptr: 3 X 3 = ptr then 
begin e: = e x 16; s:='s+ 4 end 
else 
~in e: = e X 8; s: = s + 3 ~; 
goto n2 
end;-
mul12(e, z, u, uu); mul12(e, zz, v, vv); 
add2!u, uu, v, vv, c, cc); sub2(u, uu, c, o, u, uu); 
add.2 u, uu, v, vv, v, vv); u:= e X zzz; 
add.2 v, vv, u, o, cc, ccc); z:= c + cc; 
zz:= c - z +cc+ ccc; zzz:= c - z + cc - zz + ccc; 
bexp:= bexp - s; dexp:= dexp - ptr; 
if·if z < .5 then true else z = .5 /\ zz < 0 then 
begin z:= z X2;zz:;;-zzx2; zzz:= zzz X 2;-
bexp:= bexp - 1 
end; 
ilbexp < 0 then goto n2; if bexp ~ 0 then 
oegin e:= 2 ~xiifz:= z xe; zz:= zzx"e; 
zzz:= zzz Xe; 
if if z > 1 then true else z = 1 /\ zz > 0 then 
begin de~:= dexp+'""'i;~ z / 10; 
mul 12( 10, c, u, uu); 
sub2(z, o, u, uu, u, uu); 
end 
add2(u, uu, zz, zzz, zz, zzz); cc:= zz / 10; 
mul12(10, cc, u, uu); 
sub2(zz, zzz, u, uu, zzz, u); ccc:= zzz / 10; 
z:= c + cc; zz:= c - z +cc+ ccc; 
zzz:= C - z + cc - zz + CCC 
end 
~;-
x:= z; xx:= zz; xxx:= zzz; exp:= dexp 
end conbindec; 
procedure roum(n, z, zz, zzz, c, cc, ccc, dexp, dexp1); 
value n, z, zz, zzz, dexp; integer n, dexp, dexp1; 
real z, zz, zzz, c, cc, ccc; 
begin real u, uu; 
u:= 10 ~ ( - n) / 2; add2(z, o, u, o, u, uu); 
add.2(u, uu, zz, zzz, c, cc); sub2(u, uu, c, O, u, uu); 
add.2(u, uu, zz, zzz, cc, ccc); 
if if c > 1 then true else c = 1 /\cc> 0 then 
begin c:= . i;'cc:~.~73675443310 - 13;-
ccc:= ,516987882845810 - 26; dexp1:= dexp + 1 
end 
else dexp1:= dexp 
~round.; 
integer procedure nextchaT(c, cc, ccc); ~ c, cc, ccc; 
begin integer char; 
real u, uu, v, vv, z, zz, zzz; 
iiiiiri2(10, c, u, uu); mul12(10, cc, v, vv); 
add2!u, uu, v, vv, z, zz); sub2(u, uu, z, O, u, uu); 
add2 u, uu, v, vv, v, vv); u:= CCCX 10; 
add2 v, vv, u, o, zz, zzz); c:= z + zz; 
cc:= z - c + zz + zzz; ccc:= z - c + zz - cc+ zzz; 
char:= entier(c); 
if' char = c /\ cc < O then char:= char - 1; 
nextchar:= char; sub2"(c,O, char, O, u, uu); 
add2(u, uu, cc, ccc, c, zz); sub2(u, uu, c, O, u, uu); 





Erocedure storeflo{c, cc, ccc, n, m, dexp, sgn, a); 
value c, cc, ccc, n, m, dexp, sgn; integer n, m, dexp, sgn; 
real c, cc, ccc; integer array a,j 
i3egin integer char, 1., k;-
boolean zero; 
a[1J:= if sgn = 0 then 64 else 65; a[2]:= 88; i:= 3; 
for n: = n step - , until ,--ao-
begin a[i]~xtchar(c, cc-;-ccc); i:= i + 1 end; 
af'IT:"= 89; if dexp > 0 then a[i + 1]:= 64 else 
begin a[i +7]:= 65; de~ - dexp end; -
~ + 2; k:= 10 1' {m - 1 ); char:=dexp : k; zero:= true; 
for m: = m - 1 +tep •- 1 until 1 do - -
begin if char O then zero:= tai'se; 
a[TI: = if zero "tiien 93 else cliar; i: = i + 1; 
dexp:= dexp - k><char;~ k : 10; char:= dexp : k 
end; -
aITJ:= char; a[i + 1]:= 93 
end storeflo; 
procedure storefix(c, cc, ccc, n, m, dexp, sgn, a); 
value c, cc, ccc, n, m, dexp, sgn; integer n, m, dexp, sgn; 
real c, cc, ccc; integer array a; 
begin integer i, j; -
j:= n - dex:p; if j > n then j:= n; i:= 1; n:= n - j; 
for j: = j step-=. 1 unt:tn-do 
begin a[i]:= 93; i:= i + 1 end; 
"ff'"'iii"= 0 An= 0 then -
begin a[i - 1]:= Ifsgn = 0 then 64 else 65; a[i]:= 0 
~ - - -
clse a[i]:= if sgn = 0 then 64 else 65; 
for n: = n step - 1 untirr do -
begin i:= r+,; a[~nextchar(c, cc, ccc) ~; 
if m r O then 
begin i:=1+ 1; a[i]:= 88 end; 
~ dexp; _g j < 0 ~ j:= 0 ~ g j > m ~ j:= m; 
m:=m-j; 
for j : = j rep - 1 until 1 do 
begin i: = + 1; a[ i]: = 0 end; 
form:= m step - 1 until 1do 
begin i: = r+,; a[~ nextchar{ c, cc, ccc) ~; 
a[i + 1]:= 93 
~ storefix; 
boolean procedure lng flo(n, m, :x, :xx, a); value n, m, x, xx; 
integer n, m,; real x, :xx; integer array a,j 
begin integer ex'P, exp1, sgn; 
real rn, c, cc, ccc; 
con.bindec(x, :xx, xxx, exp, sgn); 
if n < 0 V n > 25 V m < 0 V m > 3 then 
begin -lng flo: = false; n: = 25; m: = Tena. - - -
else lng flo:= true; 
roima.(n, x, :xx, '"'x:xx, c, cc, ccc, exp, exp1 ); 
if if m = 1 then abs(exp1) > 9 else if m = 2 then 
abs"{'exp1) > 99 else false then - -
begin lng flo: = false; n: = 251" m: = 3; 
~und(n, x, ~xxx, c, cc, ccc, exp, exp1) 
end; 
storeflo(c, cc, ccc, n, m, exp1, sgn, a) 
end lng flo; 
boolean procedure lng fix(n, m, x, :xx, a); value n, m, x, xx; 
:integer n, m; real x, :xx; integer array a; 
begin integer exi1; exp1, sgn; 
-real xxx, c, cc, ccc; 
conbindec(x, xx, xxx, exp, sgn); 
if n < O V m < 0 V n + m = O V n + m > 33 ~ 
flo:-
begin lng fix:== false; 
end 
else 
round.(25, x, ""xx';-xxx, c, cc, ccc, exp, exp1 ); 
storeflo(c, cc, ccc, 25, 3, exp1, sgn, a) 
begin l:ng fix:= true; 
round(exp + m,x, :xx, xxx, c, cc, ccc, exp, exp1 ); 
if exp1 > n then goto f'lo; 
st'orefix(c, ~ccc:;-n, m, exp1, sgn, a) 
end 
~ lng fix; 
procedure lng flot(n, m, x, :xx); value n, m, x, xx; 
integer n, m; real x, :xx; .,.--
begin mteger i, max; 
-integer array a[l:33]; 
max:= if lng flo(n, m, x, :xx, a) then n + m + 5 else 33; 
if max+ print po s > 144 then nl.cr'; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until maxdo prsym(a[i]) 
~ lng flot; - - -
!rocedure lng fixt( n, m, x, xx); value n, m, x, xx; 
nteger n, m; real x, xx; 
begin integer i, max; 
-integer array a[1:36]; 
max:= if' lng fix(n, m, x, xx, a) then (if' m = 0 then n + 
2 elsen + m + 3) else 33; - - -
if max + printpos >i!i1+ then nl.cr; 
for i: = 1 step 1 ~ max ~ prsym( a[ i] ) 
~ lng fixt; 
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wcedure l.ng absfixt(n, m, x, xx); ~ n, m, x, xx; 
!f:~er n, m; real x, xx; 
beg Integer r,-max; 
---i'.nteger may a[ 1: 36]; 
If 1iig f n, m, x, xx, a) then 
begin max:= if m = O then n+2 else n + m + 3; i:= o; 
----ror i::; r+ 1 whi!ea[i] = 93do; a[i]:= 93 
end - -
else max:= 33; if max + print:pos > 144 then nlcr; 
?or"i:= 1 ttep -, until max do prsym(a[i~ 
~ ing absfi.x ; - -
procedure lng print(x, xx); value x, xx; ~ x, xx; 
begin real c, cc; -
---i'.f·x < 0 then 
begin c:=-="x; cc:= - xx end 
else -
begin c:= x; cc:= xx end; 
Il'printpos > 111 thenn.lcr; 
!t if c > .1208925'8i'9'5'15ro + 25 then true else if c = 
:-i2o892581961 510 + 25 /\ cc > 0 then true e!se cf 
entier(c) V cc f entier(cc) then lrigfiot(25, 3, x, xx) 
else -
begin l.ng fixt(25, O, x, xx); space(6) ~ 
~ lngprint; 
procedure lng rea.d.1(intexpr, intvar, x, xx); 
integer :Intexpr, intvar; real x, xx; 
begfu integer exp, exp1, s'6r," sgn, sgne; 
-real m, nm, mnm, u, uu, v, vv, z, zz, zzz, e; 
boo!ean point; 
integer 1rocedure nextsym; begin sb : = :Gi.texpr,; 
----rr sbl = 93 then sbl: = intexpr else if sbl = 120 
then - --
for sbl:= intexpr ~ sbl f 120 ~ ; nextsym:= sbl 
~ nextsym; 
sbl:= intvar; exp:= exp1:= o; 
start: sgn:= sgne:= o; point:= false; 
start1: if sbl = 64 V sbl = 65 then 
beginsgn:= sbl - 64; nextsymend; 
11s'61 = 93 then -
beg:l.n nextsymfgoto start 1 end; 
!fso1 = 88 then:-- -
oegin point:= true; 
~oto if nextsym < 10 /\ sbl ·> 0 then number else 
s£art- - - -
end· _,
if sbl = 89 then 
a 1: begin if nextsym = 93 then goto a 1,; 
ifsbl = 64 V sbl = 65 then 
begin sgne: = sbl - 64; iie'xtsym end; 
b1: if sbl = 93 then -
begin nextsyiiifgoto b1 end; 
goto if sbl < 1o'A" sbl 5o then exponent else start 
end;- - - -
if sbl > 10 V sbl < 0 then 
begin nextsym; goto st'art' end; 
number: m:= sbl; mm~rmmn:= o;-r1' point~ exp1 := 1; 
number1 : if nextsym :::::: 88 then -
begin if point then go't'c, ready; point:= true; 
ifnextsym >10 i'\'""'sbl < 0 then -
oogin nlcr;-nlcr; printtexE't"lxer 51T,j,); exit end 
end; 
if sbl < 10 A sbl > 0 then 
begin muJ.12(10, m,-u, uu); mul12(10, mm, v, vv); 
add2(u, uu, v, vv, z, zz); sub2(u, uu, z, o, u, uu); 
add2(u, uu, v, vv, v, vv); u:= mmm X 10; 
add2(v, vv, u, o, zz, zzz); 
add2(zzz, o, sbl, o, u, uu); 
add2(u, uu, z, zz, m, nm); sub2(z, zz, m, o, z, zz); 
add2(u, uu, z, zz, mn, mrmn); z:= m + mm; 
zz: = m - z + mm + mmm,; zzz: = m - z + nm - zz + mmm.; 
m:= z; mm:= zz; :rmmn:= zzz; 
if point then exp1: = exp1 + 1,; ~ number1 
end;- -
ilsbl = 89 then 
a2: begin if nextsym = 93 then goto a2; 
ifsbl = 64 V sbl = 65 tiieri 
begin sgne:= sbl - 64; ii°extsym end; 
b2: if sbl = 93 then -
end; 
begin nextsym;goto b2 end; 
if sbl < 10 A shl> 0 tiien goto exponent,; nlcr; nlcr; 
printtext(-p<er 51~); exit -
goto ready; 
exponent: m: = 1; nnn: = mmm; = o; 
exponent1: exp:= sbl; 
exponent2: if nextsym < 10 A sbl > 0 then 
begin exp:= exp X 10 + sbl; goto e'xj;,onent2 end; 
ready: if sgne = 1 then exp:= - exp; exp:= exp =exp1; 
if sgn = 1 then-
begin m: = - In; nnn: = - mm; rnnnn: = - mmm end; 
e:= m17; intvar:= sbl; sbl:= 17; -
if abs(exp) > 1000 then exp:= sign(exp) X 1000; 




n1: if exp < sbl then 
begin e:= e {1of sbl:= sbl - 1; goto nl end; 
mul12(e, m, u, uu); muJ.12(e, mm, v;-vv); -
add2(u, uu, v, vv, z, zz); sub2(u, uu, z, o, u, uu); 
add2(u, uu, v, vv, v, vv); u:= e x n:m:n; 
add2(v, vv, u, o, zz, zzz); m:= z + zz; 
mm:= z - m + zz + zzz; mmm:= z - m + zz - nm+ zzz; 
exp:= exp - sbl; if exp+ 0 then goto n1 
end - --
else if exp< 0 then 
begin- -
n2:°if exp> - sbl then 
begin e:= e / 10jsbl:= sbl - 1; goto n2 end; 
~ / e; mul 12(e, z, u, uu); - -
sub2(m, o, u, uu, u, uu); 
add2(u, uu, mm, mmm, mm, nnmn); zz:= mm/ e; 
mul12(e, zz, u, uu); sub2(mm, nnmn, u, uu, nmn, u); 
zzz:= mmm / e; m:= z + zz; nm:= z - m + zz + zzz; 
nmn:= z - m + zz - mm+ zzz; e:x:p:= exp+ sbl; 
if exp f O then goto n2 
end;- ---
mnn(m, mm); x:= m,; xx:= nnn 
~ Jng read1; 
procedure lng read(x, xx); ~ x, :xx; 
begin integer gts; 
-gts:= 119; lng readl(resym, gts, x, xx) 
~ lng read; 
procedure lng canst( c, x, xx); ~ x, xx; string c; 
begin integer gts, i; 
--=tioolean last; 
integer procedure next; if last then 
begin nlcr; nlcr; printtext(.p<er 51TI-) end 
else 
begin gts:= next:= stringsymbol(i, c); last:= gts = 255; 
-r:= i + 1 
end next; 
last:= false; i:= o; gts:= 119; 
lng :readit"riext, gts, x, xx) 
~ lng const; 
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3.3, Fast output procedure 
In this section we describe an output procedure for double length real 
numbers which only uses elementary double length arithmetic operations as 
described in section 2.1 and single length output procedures which are 
available in the MILLI system for the EL X8. 
Thus the procedure does not use explicitly the binary representation of 
the double length numbers nor some triple length arithmetic in order to 
obtain a printout that is correct in 25 digits. 
As a consequence we only obtain a printout of 24 or fewer digits with the 
possibility of a little loss of accuracy in the 24-th digit. However, this 
output is about 3 times as fast as the output obtained by lng flot 
described in section 3,2, In addition,we may remark that there is no reason 
to assume that the result of any double length computation of which the 
output is wanted will be more accurate than the number printed by 
fast lng flot. 
fast lng flot (n,m,x,xx): 
This procedure prints the value of (x,xx) in floating point format. It is 
a double length analog of the single length procedure flot (n,m,x). In the 
case where only a single length printout is wanted (i.e. 1 ~ n ~ 12, 
1 ~ m ~ 3), a call of fast lng flot results in a call of flot. 
The procedure fast lng flot uses the procedures: 
flat, fix, printpos, nlcr, prsym (available in the MILLI system) and sub 2 
(see section 2,1) and the procedures lng entier and lng mul ttp 10. 
Auxiliary procedures: 
The procedure lng entier (x,xx,y,yy) delivers in (y,yy) the largest 
integer value less than or equal to (x,xx). 
The procedure lng mul ttp 10 (ep,m,mm,z,zz) delivers in (z,zz) the value 
of (m,mm) multiplied by 1oeP. 
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procedure f'ast lng f'lot(n, m, x, :xx); ~ n, m, x, xx:; 
integer n, m; real x, xx:; 
If n < 1 V n > ~V m < 1 V m > 3 then 
fist lng flot(24, 3, x, xx:) -
else if n < 13 then f'lot(n, m, x) else 
'6egin integer i, sgn, sy:rn; -
real e, ee, z, zz, mp, mmp, ep; 
integer array amp, ammp, aep[ 1: 21 ]; 
sgn:= 64~x = 0 then 
begin f'or IT= 2 step 1 until 14 2:2, amp[ i]: = ammp[ i]: = o; 
----r1x(m, o, o, a.ep); goto pr 
end -
eise 
begin if x < 0 then 
----SSegfu sgn:="'o';"; x:= - x; :xx:= - xx end; 
~entier(ln(x) x o.4342944819033+0.99999); 
aa: lng mul tt~ 10(12 - ep, x xic, z, zz); 
end; 
lng entier(z, zz, mp, mnp); if mp > 10 12 then 
begin ep:= ep + 1; goto aa end; - -
if mp< 10 11 then mp~l 1 else sub2(z, zz, mp, O, mp, zz); - -
bb: lllfix(m, O, ep, aep) then 
begin m: = 3; n:= 24; f'ix(m, o, ep, aep) end; 
cc: if lfix(O, n - 12, mmp, ammp) then -
begin mp:= mp + 1; mmp: = o; gotocc end; 
if lfix( 12, o, mp, amp) then- -
begin ep:= ep + 1; mp:= ;m goto bb end; 
pr: 17"n + m + printpos > 139 then nlcr; I:,; 1; 
fur sym: = sgn, 88, amp[ i - 7T" while i < 14, amm.p[ i -- 12] 
while i < n + 2, 89, if ep > O then 64-else 65, if 
aep[i - n - 3] > 9 then 93 elseaep[i -n:-= 3] while 
i<n+m+5do - -
begin prsym( symj; i: = i + 1 end 
end fast lng flot; 
procedure lng entier(x, xx:, y, yy); ~ x, xx; 
real x, :xx, Y, yy; 
begin real z, zz; 
z:~ier(x); if' z = x then zz:= entier(xx) else zz:= o; 
y:= z + zz; yy:-;;-'z - y +zz"" -
~ lng entier; 
1n,cedure lng mu1 ttp 10(ep, m, mm, z, zz); value ep, m, Illlil.j 
teger ep; real. m, mm; 
begin integerab; 
~al x, xx, Y, yy; 
ab:= abs(ep); xx:= yy:= o; 
if ab < 13 then y:= 10 1' ab else 
begin x:= 1'5J'y-:= if even(ab~1 = O then x else 1; 
loop: ab:= ab : 2;if ab + 0 then -
begin mul2Tx, :xx; x, xx, x,'x,c); 
if even(ab) + 1 = 0 then mul2(y, yy, x, xx, y, 
yy); goto loop -
end -
end;-
Tep < 0 then div2(m, mm, y, yy, z, zz) else mu12(m, 
iiiiii, y, YY, ~zz); norm(z, zz) -




4. The computation of double length elementary functions 
4.1. Long square root 
The square root of a double precision number is calculated by use of the 
procedure sqrt2 [Dekker, 1971]. The result is normalized by one of the 
procedures norm (see chapter 2). 
Erocedure lng sqrt(x, xx, y, yy); 
va!ue x, xx; real x, xx, y, yy; 
'6egfri. sqrt2(x-;--ix, y, yy); 
norm(y, yy) 
~ 1ng sqrt; 
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4.2. Long exponential function 
The method used for the computation of the double length exponential 
function is essentially the same as the one used for single length com-
putation (see sect. 1.2). 
The main difference between the two algorithms is the interval on which 
2x is approximated by a polynomial. 
The algorithm for the long exponential function reads as follows: 
First we reduce the argument range to [-1,0); 
indeed we may write: 
exp(x) 2 = 2 t (x x loge)= 2 t (n + y) 
for y E [-1,0) and a certain integer n. 
Next we reduce the interval [-1,0) to [-2-k,O) for some integer k, which 
has to be chosen in advance. 
In order to achieve this we have to divide the argument by 2 1 for an 
integer i ~ k. 
. [ -k ) X On the interval -2 ,O we calculate the value of 2 by a polynomial 
approximation, derived by economizing the Taylorseries for 2x 
2x = 1 + x ln2 + (x ln2) 2 / 2! + •••• 
The resulting value has to be squared i times successively. 
For the single length exponential function, k = has been chosen; 
for the double length exponential function, k = 3 appears to be optimal. 
For the approximation of 2x on the interval [-0.125,0) we need a polynomial 
of degree 10 to obtain a relative truncation error bounded by 2-80 • 
From the range of the argument and the magnitude of the coefficients, it 
is evident that some of the higher order terms only need to be calculated 
in single precision. 
Since most values of the constants used are not clear from the ALGOL 60 
procedure text we will give these coefficients here. 
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1.44269 50408 88963 40735 99247 loge ~ ~ 
Co = 1, 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
c1 = 0.69314 71805 59945 30941 71869 
c2 = 0.24022 65069 59100 71231 88733 
c3 = 0.05550 41086 64821 57812 03680 
C4 = 0.00961 81291 07628 35979 04492 
C5 = 0,00133 33558 14638 45891 73248 
C6 = 0.00015 40353 03831 64485 52140 
C7 = 0.00001 52527 32274 79 
ca = 0.00000 13215 33964 62 
cg = 0.00000 01016 92817 83 
cio = 0.00000 00067 56094 68 
Note: Since the elementary double length procedures, as e.g. add2 and 
mul2, fail in case of overflow or underflow, the argument is tested at 
the beginning of the procedure and in situations where overflow 0r under-
flow) may be expected, the giant (respectively, the dwarf) is delivered 
as value of the double length exponential function, 
' ' I 
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procedure lng exp(x, xx, z, zz); 
value x, xx; :real x, xx, z, zz; 
Irx> . 144659Bi5'5827 J0+4 then 
begin z:= ,177664619751410+'529; zz:= 0 ~ ~ 
if x < -.1418179131426J0+4 then 
begin z:= .6188692094765~ zz:= 0 end else 
begin :real twologe, tt-wologe, tp2047, t,t't,"" 
- - c6, cc6, c7, c8, c9, c10; 
integer e, i, :mJ 
array c, cc[O: 5]; 
~7:= .1615850303566ro+617; 
twologe:= • 144269504o889ro+1; ttwologe:= • 170106522646310-12; 
c10 : = .6756091.i679934io-8; 
C 9 := .1016928178251rOj 
C 8 : = .132153396461910-5; 
C 7 : = • 15252732274791o-l+; 
C 6 := ,154o353038316w-3j 
c(5]:= .1333355814639r2; 
c[4]:= .9618129107622r2; 




cc 6 :=-1-.2151715844927ro-16; 
cc[ 5): =-. 433494169690010-15; 
cc[ 4]: =+. 630659274774810-14; 
cc[3]: =+. 132726903299510-14; 
cc[2]:=+.3948667549177w-13; 
cc[1]:=--.17239441+53014w-12; 
cc[O] := o; 
mu12(twologe{ ttwologe, x, xx, x, xx); 
e:= entier(xJ + 1; sub2(x, Jae, e, o, x, xx); 
if x > 0 then begin e:= e + ,; sub2(x, xx:, 1, o, x, xx) ~; 
TI if-x = --=r-then xx = 0 else false then 
begin x: = 1; er;;-e - 1; goto entire end; 
~; --- --
again: if X < -, 125 then 
begin x: = x / 2; """ix':= xx / 2; m: = m + 1; goto again end; 
add2{( ( (c10 X X + c9) X X + c8) X X + c7)XX, 0, -
c6, cc6, t, tt); 
for i: = 5 (iep -1 until O do 
begin muJ.2 , tt, x,""'ii, t;-tt); 
-add2(t, tt, c[i], cc[i], t, tt) 
end; 
-x·- t· ...,..,.._ tt· .- , .l'i,A•- , 
~ m: = m s~E -1 ~ 1 3:2 mu12(x, Jae, x, xx, x, xx); 
entire: if e > 7 then 
beginmul2(x, :xx;"'tp2047, O, x, xx); e:= e - 2047 end; 
if e < -2047 then div2(x, xx, tp2047, o, z, zz) else 
mu.12(x, xx, two ttp(e), o, z, zz); 
norm(z, zz) 
~ lng exp; 
4.3. Long natural logarithm 
The method used for the calculation of the double precision logarithm is 
essentially the same as the one described in section 1.3.2. 
The argument range (0, 00 ) is reduced to [0.5,1) for arguments smaller than 
1 and to [1,2) for arguments greater than 1. 
These two argument ranges are reduced further by multiplication (if appro-
priate) by ✓2, ½"and~ for arguments smaller than 1 and by 1 / ./2, 
1 / ~ and 1 / ~ for arguments greater than 1 • 
This results in an argument range [1 / ~, ~). 
On this range the logarithm is calculated and a multiple of ln(2) is added 
to compensate for the multiplication by powers of two in the reduction of 
the argument range. 
The logarithm is calculated using an economized polynomial for the Taylor-
series 
() ( 22 24 ) ln x = y 2 + ?° + ?" + ... , 
where 
y E - p;:-, p;::-- ~ [-0,0 , 0.0] • [ ~-1 ~-1] 4 4-v2+1 v2+1 
In order to obtain a relative precision of 2-80 an economized polynomial 
of 7 terms is needed. 
Because of the range of the argument and the magnitude of the coefficients, 
it is not necessary to compute the 2 higher order terms in double preci-
sion. In the procedure the following constants are used 
cf0 = 2.00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
cf1 = o.66666 66666 66666 66659 70638 
cf2 = o.40000 00000 00000 59401 99634 
cf3 = 0.28571 42857 12384 71552 94079 
cf4 = 0.22222 22251 18845 55496 99236 
cf 5 = 0.18181 59166 571 
cf6 = 0.15472 39939 787 
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ln2 = 0.69314 71805 59945 30941 72321 
a = 1.41421 35623 73095 04880 16887 ~ ✓2 
b = 1.18920 71150 02721 06671 74997 ~ ~2 
C = 1 • 09050 77326 65257 65920 70108 z ~2 
inva = 0.70710 67811 86547 52440 08443 ~ 1 I 12 
invb = 0.84089 64152 53714 54303 11259 ~ 1 / ~2 
invc = 0.91700 40432 04671 23174 35420 ~ 1 I ~2 
cf0 to cf6 are the coefficients of the polynomial. 
procedure 1ng ln(x, xx, z, zz); 
va!Ge x, :xx; real x, xx, z, zz; 
Ifx< 0 then-
begin-z:=-=:-i776646197514ro+629; zz:= 0 end else 
begin integer i; - -
real be, a, aa, b, bb, c, cc, inva, iinva, invb, 
- iinvb, invc, iinvc, x2, :xx2, y, yy, 
ln2, lln2, cf4, ccf4, cf5, cf6; 
arrczy cf, ccf[O:3]; 
a := , 141421356237310+1; a.a := -.238794623227610-12; 
b := .11892O7115OO3w+1; bb := -.506888o128918:ur12; 
C != , 1090507'73266610+1; CC := -,8253702643269:ur12; 
inva := .7071067811867; iinva:= -.1193973116138,12; 
invb := .8408964152541; iinvb:= -.3502343692188,12; 
invc : = , 9170040432045,; iinvc: = +. 128691264o9061a-12; 
cf[O]:= 2; ccf[O]:= o; 
cf[1]:= .6666666666670; ccf[1]:= -.30316497O1938:ur-12; 
cf[2]:= .4ooooooooooo1; ccf[2]:= -.903554502139110-13; 
cf[3]:= .2857142857124; ccf[3]:= -.17O4544549108ro-13; 
cf 4 := .2222222251189,; ccf 4 := -.6676491564324:ur-13; 
cf 5 := .1818159166571,; 
cf 6 := .1547239939787,; 
ln2 := .69314718o56O1; lln2 := -.1723944452559:ur-12; 
if if x < 1 then true else 
- 'I? x > 1 then faise else :xx< 0 then 
begin be:= 1ng binexp( x-;--xi, :x2); 
if x - inva - iinva + xx < 0 then 
~gin muJ.2(x, xx, a, aa, x, xx); be:= be - • 5 ~; 
- invb - iinvb + xx < 0 then 
begin mul2{x, xx, b, bb, x, xxJ;"be:= be - ,25 ~; 
if·x - invc - iinvc +xx< 0 then 
begin muJ.2(x, xx, c, cc, x, xx); be:= be - .125 ~ 
end 
else 
'begin be:= 1ng binexp(x, xx, :x2) - 1; x:= xx 2; xx:= xx X 2; 
if x - a - aa + xx > 0 then 
begin mul2(x, xx, :inva,iinva, x, xx); be:= be + ,5 ~; 
if x - b - bb + :xx > 0 then 
begin muJ.2(x, xx, :l.nvb,iinvb, x, xx); be:= be+ .25 ~; 
if x - c - cc+ xx> 0 then 
begin mul2(x, xx, :iiivc, iinvc, x, xx); be:= be+ .125 end -end; 
sub2!x, xx, 1, o, y, yy); add2(x, xx, 1, o, x, xx); 
div2 y, yy, x, xx, x~ xx); mu12(x, xx, x, xx, x2, xx2); 
add2 {cf6 X x2 + cf5J X x2, O, cf4, ccf4, y, yy),; 
for i:= 3 (tep - 1 until Odo 
begin mul2 Y, YY, x2, xx.2, Y, yy); 
add2(cf[i], ccf[i], Y, YY, Y, yy) 
end· _,
mul2(y, yy, x, xx, y, yy ); mu12(1n2, lln2, be, O, x, xx); 
add.2(x, xx, y, yy, z, zz); norm(z, zz) 




4.4. Long sine and long cosine 
The method used for the computation of the double length sine and cosine 
functions is the same as used for the single length computation. Again, 
the argument range is reduced to [O, TT/4) and, again, polynomial approxi-
mations to the sine and the cosine functions are used on this interval. 
. . . -80 . ( ) In order to obtain the required relative accuracy of 2 for sin x, 
10 terms are required for the approximation of the series 
sin( rry/2) __ 
I - 1 rry 2 
(equation 1.4.6). 
2 
0 :s; Z < TI /16 
By economizing the 10-term polynomial, the number of terms can be reduced 
by 2. Because of the range of the argument and the magnitude of the poly-
nomial coefficients it is not necessary to compute (in the Horner scheme) 
the 2 higher order terms with double precision. 
In order to obtain the required accuracy for cos(x), 11 terms are neces-
sary for the approximation of 
cos(TIY/2) - 1 = -z/2! + z2/4! - ••• , 
(equation 1.4,7). 
2 
0::; z < 1r /16 
Economizing again reduces the number of terms by 2, Because of the magni-
tude of the coefficients, here it is not necessary to compute (in the 
Horner scheme) the 3 higher order terms with double precision. 
Since the coefficients of the approximating polynomials are not available 
in a decimal notation from the ALGOL 60 text, we will give these coeffi-
cients here. 
The coefficients are identified analogously to the notation used in the 
procedure sincos (see sect. 1.4) 
I 
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co = +1.00000 00000 00000 00000 000 
Cz = -1.23370 05501 36169 82735 431 
C4 = +0.25366 95079 01048 01363 650 
C5 = -0.02086 34807 63352 96086 618 
Cs = +0.00091 92602 74839 42629 795 
ClO = -0.00002 52020 42373 05479 743 
C12 = +0.00000 04710 87477 81468 613 
C14 = -0.00000 00063 86602 62795 386 
C15 = +0.00000 00000 65657 82677 443 
Cl8 = -0.00000 00000 00525 58615 920 
Cl = +1,57079 63267 94896 67923 132 
C3 = -0.64596 40975 06246 25365 494 
C5 = +0.07969 26262 46167 04503 305 
C7 = -0.00468 17541 35318 68450 865 
C9 = +0,00016 04411 84787 28591 491 
Cll = -0,00000 35988 43234 35782 842 
C13 = +0,00000 00569 21723 41883 667 
C15 = -0,00000 00006 68780 54774 899 
C17 = +0.00000 00000 06017 88412 179 
Erocedure lng sincos (x, xx, z, zz, sin); 
value x, xx; real x, xx, z, zz; boolean sin; __,... -beglll real n, nn, x2, xx2, Y, yy, two over pi, two over pii, 
- - C 0, CC 0, C 1, CC 1, C 14, C 15, C 16, C 17, C 18j 
integer i; 
array c[2:13], cc[2:13]; 
two over pi:= +.6366197723673; 
two over pii:= +.241878239712210-12; 
C 0 := 1; CC 0 := 0; 
C 1 := +,157079632679410+ 1j CC 1 := +,744354748046410-12; 
c[ 2]:= -.1233700550136 10+ 1; cc[ 2]:= -,3335893127906 10-12; 
c[ 3]:= -.645964097506310- o; cc[ 3]:= +.476569006051510-13; 
c[ 4]:= +.2536695079011 10- o; cc[ 4]:= -.7440156896521 10-13; 
c[ 5]:= +.796926262461310- 1; cc[ 5]:= +.3866095093661 10-13; 
c[ 6]:= -.2O86348o7633510- 1; cc[ 6]:= +.208732660998310-16; 
c[ 7] := -.468175413531910- 2; cc[ 7] := +.5537216453857 10-15; 
c[ 8]:= +·.919260274839610- 3; cc[ 8]:= -.146546076685210-15; 
c[ 9]:= +.1604411847873 10- 3; cc[ 9]:= -.2181856066326 10-16; 
c[1O]:= -.2520204237305 10- 4; cc[10]:= -.3338763112099 10-17; 
c[ 11]: = -.359884323435810- 5; cc[ 11] := +. 7324484742348 10-21; 
c[ 12]: = +.4710874778146, 6; cc[ 12] := +.455993793892010-19; 
c[13]:= +.5692172341885 10- 7; cc[13]:= -.130383427560710-19; 
C 14 : = - , 638660262795510- 8 j 
C 15 := -.668780547748810- 9j 
C 16 : = +,656578267744010-lOj 
C 17 := +.601788412178910-11; 
C 18 := -.525586159192610-12j 
mul 2(x, xx, two over pi, two over pii, x, xx); 
add 2(x, xx, ,5, o, n, nn); lng entier(n, nn, n, nn); 
sub 2(x, xx, n, nn, x, xx); 
if 7 sin then add 2(n, nn, 1, o, n, nn); 
lng entier(n / 4, nn / 4, x2, xx2); 
sub 2(n, nn, 4 X x2, 4 X xx2, n, nn); 
mul 2(x, xx, x, xx, x2, xx2); 
if even(n) = 1 then 
begin mul12(c 17Xx2 + c 15, x2, y, yy); 
for i:= 13 step -2 until 3 do 
begin add 2~yy, di], ccIT], Y, yy); 
mul 2(y, yy, x2, xx2, Y, yy) 
end; 
add 2(y, YY, c 1, cc 1, Y, yy); 
mul 2(y, yy, x, xx, Y, yy) 
end else 
begi.nmul12((c 18 x x2 + c 16) X x2 + c 14, x2, Y, yy); 
for i:= 12 step -2 until 2 do 
begin rod 2~yy, c[iJ, ccTI], y, yy); 
mul 2(y, yy, x2, xx2, Y, yy) 
end; 
add 2(y, yy, c 0, cc O, 
end; 
if n > 1 then begin z:= -y; 
begin z:=y;zz:;;-yy ~; 
~ lng sincos; 
Y, yy) 
zz:= -yy end else --
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;erocedure J.ng sin(x, xx, z, zz); 
value x, xx; real x, xx, z, zz; 
beg:f.n lng sincos(x, xx, z, zz, ~); nom(z, zz) ~ lng sin; 
procedure lng cos(x, xx, z, zz); 
value x, xx; real x, xx, z, zz; 
beg:Iii. lng sincos(x, xx, z, zz, ~); norm(z, zz) ~ lng cos; 
4.5. Long arcsine and long arccosine 
Theprocedureswritten to calculate the double precision arcsine and 
arccosine :functions use the same method as the procedures described in 
section 1.5. 
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The argument range is reduced to (o,
3
~]. On this interval the arcsine is 
calculated, using a truncated Taylorseries of 
li-x2 arcsine(x) 
X 
A . . t . . f 2-BO h. ' . d t 9 t iming a a precision o tis polynomial can be economize o erms. 
Because of the range of the argument and the magnitude of the coefficients, 
it is not necessary to compute the 4 higher order terms in double preci-
sion. 
In the following list we give the decimal representation of the constants 
used in the procedure. 
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co = -.57079 63267 94896 61923 13211 
c1 = .45206 48300 64114 97628 21997 
c2 = .06301 62075 16028 74442 41618 
c3 = .02198 42942 34204 47064 45192 
C4 = .01056 55807 21976 78865 31589 
C5 = .00601 06250 59318 
CG = .00379 75788 19974 
c7 = .00257 67633 29682 
ca = .00190 42820 79931 
b1 = .09801 71403 29560 60199 41961 
bz = ,19509 03220 16128 26784 82860 
b3 = ,29028 46772 54462 36763 61922 
b4 = ,38268 34323 65089 77172 84601 
b5 = ,47139 67368 25997 64855 63877 
b6 = ,55557 02330 19602 22474 28310 
b7 = .63439 32841 63645 49821 51712 
bs = ,70710 67811 86547 52440 08443 
b9 = ,77301 04533 62736 96081 09073 
b10 = .83146 96123 02545 23707 87886 
b11 = .88192 12643 48355 02971 27569 
b12 = ,92387 95325 11286 75612 81824 
b13 = ,95694 03357 32208 86493 57976 
b14 = ,98078 52804 03230 44912 61820 
b15 = ,99518 47266 72196 88624 48369 
pi over 2 = 1,57079 63267 94896 61923 13211 
pi over 32 = .09817 47704 24681 03870 19576 
co to ca are the coefficients of the approximating polynomial and 
bi (i=1, •• ,,15) are the values of sin(~;) , 
procedure lng arcsincos(x, :xx, y, yy, sgn, shif't, z, zz); 
value x, xx, y, yy, sgn, shift; real x, :xx, y, yy, z, zz; 
integer sgn, shift; -
begin real x2, xx2, u, uu, v, vv, f, ff', pi over 2, ppi over 2, 
~i over 32, ppi over 32, c 4, cc 4, c 5, c 6, c 7, c 8; 
integer i, count; 
array b, bb[1:15], c[o:3], cc[0:3]; 
b[Oi] := +.980171403296010-1; bb[01] := -.4202357606385m-13; 
b[ 02]: = +. 19509032201611rO; bb[02] := +. 429298843994om-13; 
b [ 03 ] : = +. 290284677254510-0; bb [ 03] : = -. 1389671 57866810-13; 
b[04]: = +. 382683432365010--0; bb[04] := +. 1333832456361 m-12; 
b[05]:= +.4713967368261ro--O; bb[05]:= -.1388268725512m-12; 
b[06]:= +.555570233019410-0; bb[06]:= +.2496252300453m-12; 
b[07]:= +.63439328416371o--O; bb[o7]:= -.614959346627410-13; 
b[08]:= +.707106781186710-0; bb[08]:= -.119397311613810-12; 
b[09] := +. 77301045336301o--O; bb[09] := -.246611501119910-12; 
b[10]:= +.831469612302510--0; bb[10]:= +.465197521176710-13; 
b[ 11]: = +.881921264348410--0; bb[ 11] := -.65634024oo36810-13; 
b[ 12]: = +. 92387953251091o--O; bb[ 12]: = +.3772714288139m-12; 
b[13]:= +.956940335731810--0; bb[13]:= +.393725638401610-12; 
b[14]:= +.98o7852804o3310-0; bb[14]:= -.941283655464310-13; 
b[ 15]::::: +. 9951847266721 10-0; bb[ 15] := +. 146284907731910-12; 
c[OO]:= -.5707963267951ro-0; cc[OO]:= +.165139953724910-12; 
c[01]:= +.452064830064o1o--O; cc[01]:= +.6901247330551m-13; 
c[ 02]: = +. 6301620751606 10-1; cc[o2]: = -.282212631504210-13; 
c[03]:= +.219842942342210-1; cdo3]:= -.109695113026410-13; 
C 4 : :::: +. 105655807219110-H cc 4 : :::: +.345534183345210-14; 
C 5 := +.601062505931810--2; 
C 6 ::::: +,379757881997410--2; 
C 7 := +.257676332968210--2; 
C 8 : = +, 19042820799311o--2j 
pi over 2 : = . 157079632679410+ 1; 
ppi over 2 := .744354748o48010-12; 
pi over 32 := ,981747704246310- 1; 
ppi over 32:= .465221717530010-13; 
count:= o; i:= 8; 
next: if x > b[count + i] then count:= count+ i; 
i:;;-i :-2; if if O then goto next; 
if count+ Othen - -
begin x2:= x;"xx2:= xx; i:= 16 - count; 
muJ.2(x2, xx2, b[ i], bb[ i], u, uu); 
muJ.2(y, yy, b[count], bb[count], v, vv); 
sub2(u, uu, v, vv, xf xx); 
mul.2(y, yy, b[i], bb i], u, uu); 
muJ.2(x2, xx2, b[count], bb[count], v, vv); 
add2(u, uu, v, vv, Y, yy) 
end; 
mul2(x, :xx, x, xx, x2, :xx2); 
add2((((c 8 x x2 + c 7) x x2 + c 6) x x2 + c 5) x x2, o, 
C 4, CC 4, f, ff); 
for 1::::: 3 (tep -1 until Odo 
'begin mul2 f, ff, 'x2,xx2,f, ff); 




div2(f, ff, y, yy, f, ff); 
add2(f, ff, pi over 2, ppi over 2, f, ff); 
mu12(f, ff, x, xx, f, ff); 
if count+ 0 then 
begin mul2(count, O, pi over 32, ppi over 32, u, uu); 
-add2(f, ff, u, uu, f, ff) 
end; 
if sgn = - 1 then begin f:= - f; ff:= - ff end; 
TI shift= 1 then add2(f, ff, pi over 2, ppiover 2, z, zz) 
else begin z:= f; zz:= ff end 
~ lng arcsincos; -
procedure lng arcsin(x, xx, z, zz); 
value x, xx; real x, xx, z, zz; 
begin real u, 1iu," y, yy; 
integer sgn; 
sgn:= sign(x); if sgn = - 1 then 
begin x:= - x; xx:= - xx end~ 
~1, O, x, xx, u, uu); add2(1, O, x, xx, y, yy); 
mu12(u, uu, Y, YY, Y, yy); sqrt2(y, YY, Y, yy); 
lng arcsincos(x, xx, y, yy, sgn, o, z, zz); 
norm(z, zz) 
~ lng arcsin; 
procedure lng arccos(x, xx, z, zz); 
value x, xx; real x, xx, z, zz; 
begin real u, liu," Y, yy; 
integer sgn; 
suo2(1, O, x, xx, u, uu); add2(1, O, x, xx, y, yy); 
mu12(u, uu, Y, yy, y, yy); sqrt2(y, YY, Y, yy); 
if x < y then 
begin sgn~ sign(x); if sgn = 1 then 
~egin x:= - x; xx::::::-:: xx end; -
lng a.rcsincos(x, xx, y, -;;;-sgn, 1, z, zz) 
end 
clse lng arcsincos(y, yy, x, xx, 1, O, z, zz); 
iionii( z' zz) 
~ lng arccos; 
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4.6. Long tangent 
For the double precision approximation of the tangent function we use the 
same method as used for the single precision computation (see sect. 1.6). 
That is, the argument range (-00 , 00 ) is reduced to [O,~·] by means of the 
transformations (1.6.1), (1.6.2) and (1.6,3), respectively. 
In order to obtain a relative precision of 2-80 in this interval we use 
9 terms of the economized Taylorseries of (z+4)(z-4)tan(-g z), of which 
the last 3 terms are used in single precision only. 
In the following list we give the decimal representation of the constants 
used in the procedure, 
two pi = 6.28318 53071 79586 47692 52842 ~ 2n 




c1 = 0.06971 70329 45601 02797 97352 
c2 = 0.00026 32214 85528 43415 24042 
C3 = 0.00000 16063 42902 33349 38770 
C4 = 0.00000 00107 35005 74954 93508 
C5 = 0,00000 00000 73610 68764 74039 
c5 = 0.00000 00000 00508 95927 98524 
c7 = 0.00000 00000 00003 52752 43509 
cs= 0.00000 00000 00000 02527 29791 
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procedure lng ta.n(x, xx, Y, YY); 
value x, xx; real x, xx, Y, yy; 
begin integer-r:r-
----=&,olean xneg, xgr1, xgr2; 
real twopi, twopii, invpi, invpii, z, zz, t, tt, 
- x2, xx2, c6, c7, c8; 
~ c, cc[1 : 5]; 
twopi:= .62831 85307 17710+ 1; twopii:= +.29774 18992 19210-11; 
invpi:= ,31830 98861 83710-O; invpii!= +.12093 91198 56110-12; 
c[1] := .69717 03294 562r,; cc[1] := -.17456 53875 55810-13; 
c[2] := .26322 14855 285 10- 3; cc[2] := -,52301 68212 83210-16; 
c[3] .- . 16063 42902 33310- 5; cd3] := +. 74697 44662 16110-18; 
c[4] := .10735 00574 955 10- 7; cc[4] := -.68027 13806 O7610--2H 
c[5] := .73610 68764 73910-10; cc[5] := +. 18392 69750 54710--22; 
c6 : = • 50895 92798 52410-12; 
c7 := ,35275 24350 857r14; 
c8 := .25272 97912 29710-16; 
mul 2(x, xx, invpi, invpii, x, xx); 
add 2(x, xx, 0.5, 0, t, tt); 
lng entier(t, tt, z, zz); sub 2(x, xx, z, zz, x, xx); 
x:= xx 8; xx:= xx x 8; xneg:= x<O; 
if xneg then begin x:= -x; :xx:= -xx end; 
xgr2:= av~ xx>O; -
if xgr2 then sub 2(4, o, x, xx, x, xx); 
xgr1: = :x5Tv X;;;:1 /\ :xx>O; 
g xgr1 ~ sub 2(2, o, x, xx, x, xx); 
mul 2(x, xx, x, xx, x2, xx2); sub 2(x2, xx2, 16, o, z, zz); 
mul12((c8 X x2 + c7) X x2 + c6, x2, t, tt); 
for i:= 5 step -1 until 1 do 
begin add ~ tt, cITT, ccI"i], t, tt); 
mul 2(t, tt, x2, xx2, t, tt) 
end; 
suo 2(t, tt, twopi, twopii, t, tt); 
mul 2(t, tt, x, xx, t, tt); 
div 2( t, tt, z, zz, y, yy); 
if xgr1 then 
begin su'6"2'('1, o, y, yy, z, zz); 
add 2(1, O, Y, YY, t, tt); div 2(z, zz, t, tt, y, yy) 
end; 
ttxgr2 ~ div 2(1, O, y, yy, y, yy); 
TI xneg then~ y:= -y; yy:= -yy end; 
nonn(y, m -
~ lng tan; 
4.7. Long arctangent 
When we compute a double precision approximation to the arctangent func-
tion, it is possible to map the argument range (-00 , 00 ) onto [O,1] in the 
same way as we did in the single precision case. 
For a further reduction we use the relation 
x-y 
arctan x = arctan yk + arctan __!_ 
1+xyk' 
for one of the values yk 
= tan kn k=O, 1 , ••. , n-1 • 2(2n-1) , 
We choose k such that 
tan ( 2k-1 hr 
4(2n-1) 
2k+1 )n 
< x ~ tan 4(2n-1 , 
which yields the reduced argument range 
x-y 
11+ k I ~ tan 
xyk 
'11' 
4( 2n+1) • 
For the single precision computation this transformation was used with 
n = 2. 
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If n is large we have the advantage of a small argument range and we need 
to evaluate only a small number of terms in the truncated power series, 
However in this case a large number of constants tan~ and 
kir 
tan 2( 2n-l) have to be stored, 
In order to obtain optimal efficiency we use the transformation with 
n = 5, In this case we need 10 terms of the economized Taylorseries, 
of which the last 3 terms are used in single precision. 
In the following list we give the decimal representation of the constants 
used in the procedure. 
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t 1 = 0.17632 69807 08464 97347 10901 ~ tan (n / 18) 
t 2 = 0.36397 02342 66202 36135 10476 ~ tan (2n / 18) 
t 3 = 0.57735 02691 89625 76450 91487 ~ tan (3n / 18) 
t4 = 0.83909 96311 77280 01176 31260 ~ tan (4n / 18) 
tg5 = 0.08748 86635 259 ~ tan (n / 36) 
tg15 = 0.26794 91924 311 
tg25 = 0.46630 76581 550 
~ tan (3n / 36) 
~ tan (5n / 36) 
tg35 = 0.70020 75382 097 ~ tan (7n / 36) 
pi O 18 = 0,17453 29251 99432 95769 23690 ~TI/ 18 
co= 1.00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
c1 = -0.33333 33333 33333 33333 33333 
c2 = 0.19999 99999 9999 9999 93288 
c3 = -0.14285 71428 57142 85480 34634 
c4 = 0.11111 11111 11107 97121 78020 
cs= -0.09090 90909 06979 38113 91253 
CG= 0.07692 30761 25159 72129 04831 
C7 = -0,06666 64894 3985 
ca= 0.05880 05593 3909 
c9 = -0.05102 12017 5872 
procedure lng arcta.n(x, xx, z, zz); 
value x, xx; real x, xx, z, zz; - ---begin integer 1, s; 
---iioolean xn.eg, xgr1 ; 
real tg 5, tg 15, tg 25, tg 35, pio18, pioo18, 
- x2, xx2, aux, au.xx, c7, c8~ c9; 
~ c, cc[ 1 : 6], t, tt[ 1 : 4J; 
tg 5 : = +. 87488 66352 59210-l; 
tg 25:= +.46630 76581 550; 
t[1] := +.17632 69807 084; 
t[2] := +.36397 02342 662; 
t[3] := +.57735 02691 900; 
t[4] := +.83909 96311 773; 
pio18:= +.17453 29251 994; 
c[1] := -.33333 33333 335; 
c[2] := +.20000 00000 000; 
c[3] := -. 14285 71428 571; 
c[4] := +.11111 11111 111; 
c[ 5] : = -. 90909 09090 69610-l; 
c[6] := +.76923 07612 51310-lj 
c7 : = -.66666 48943 98510-l; 
c8 := +.588oo 55933 90910-1; 
c9 := -.51021 20175 87210-l; 
tg 15 := +.26794 91924 311; 
tg 35 := +.70020 75382 097; 
tt[1] := +.83375 81992 138,13; 
tt[2] := +.4o209 88026 72510-13; 
tt[3] := -.36634 01478 45610-12; 
tt[4] := -.25115 73091 11610-13; 
pioo18:= +.32178 59968 459r13; 
cc[ 1] : = +. 15158 24502 95610-12; 
cc[2] := -,45474 73575 98610-13; 
cc[3] := -,32479 61424 100 10-13; 
cc[4] := +.22123 8484o 68ow-13; 
cc[5] := -.17516 46373 00710-13; 
cc[6] := +,33221 89885 650r13; 
xn.eg:= x<O; if xneg then begin x:= -x; xx:= -xx~; 
xgr1 := x>1 Vx=1 A xx>O; 
g xgrl ~ div 2( 1, 0, x, xx, x, xx); 
aux:= x + xx; 
s:= if aux< tg 5 then O else if amc < tg 15 then 1 else 
if aux< tg 25 then 2 else Il aux < tg 35 then 3 eise' 4; 
if s> 0 then - - - - - -
begin sub2°(x, xx, t[s], tt[s], aux, auxx); 
----i:iiul 2(x, xx, t[s], tt[s], x, xx); 
add 2(x, xx, 1, O, x, :xx); 
div 2(aux, auxx, x, xx, x, xx) 
~; 
mul 2(x, xx, x, xx, x2, xx2); 
mul12((c9 X x2 + cB) x x2 + c7,x2, aux, auxx); 
for i:= 6 step -1 until 1 do 
begin ad.d 2fa,ux, a~c[iT, cc[i], aux, auxx); 
~ul 2( aux, auxx, x2, xx:2, aux, auxx:) 
end; 
and 2(aux, auxx, 1, 0, aux, amac); 
mul 2(aux, auxx, x, xx, z, zz); 
if xgrl then s: = s - 9; 
TI' abs( s~l then 
muJ. 2(s, o, pici'i8'; pioo18, pio18, pioo18); 
ifs+ o then add 2(pio18, pioo18, z, zz, z, zz); 
TI xneg/\7xgr1 V xgr1Alxneg then begin z:= -z; zz:= -zz end; 
oo:rm(z, zz) - -
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